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§ 47. THE MEANS OF PAYMENT BY CREDIT

The effec~ o/ credit in increasing money: commercial paper. unseoured noteB.
trans/ers by check-Oash reserve. secondary reserves, commercial coverage--
Economizing the UBe o/ money through credit: balancing the aocount.
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Taking certain tbings for granted, men have become accustomed
to accept money demands arising out of credit transactions as pay-
ment in lieu of money. This occurs on a large scale in highly devel-
oped commercial intercourse. Thus in addition to the fundamental
significance of credit which it has attained in distinguishing ownership
and wealth it has acquired a further and scarcely less important one.
n has increased to an extraordinary extent the media of circulation
of the social economy and in this connection has signally elaborated
the methods and institutions of payment.

There are three forms of substitutes where the evidences of credit
transactions pass for money: commercial paper or the bill of exchange,
bank-notes and checks. The last two as credit instruments are not
covered by cash to the face value. n is unnecessary for our present
purpose to elaborate the details of their various established forms.
n wilI be sufficient to describe the type so far as to explain the service
which they constantly render in the financial adjustments of the
community.

Commercial paper, as contrasted with other demand drafts that
share with the latter the rigors of legal proceedings and the right
to issue executions, is distinguisbed in offering an additional security
in the personality of the debtors. The business man making an ad-
vance has, as a general rule, a sufficient insight into their earning
capacity to estimate correctly their right to credit. The short period
for whicb tbe commercial bill is generally drawn gives a fair pre-
sumption that the responsibility of thc drawee is not likely to become
less up to tbe day of maturity. But these are not the only advan-
tages to be considered. Commercial paper is more than a bill of ex-
change drawn against a mercbant; it grow8 out of a business transac-
tion. Thus in addition to its legal guarantee it carries an internal
commercial guarantee.

H, for example, a bilI representing merchandise is drawn on a
business man who buys a quantity of goods on credit, tbe time which
the bilI is to run is fixed so as to enable the purchaser to sell the wares
and collect the proceeds. The proceeds furnish the fund out of which
the bilI may be paid-the commercial protec tion. The high value
which attaches to this internal coverage which a commercial change
receives by tbe mercantile transaction described, is shown by the fact
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tbat a good demand may be discounted as it stands on tbe books.
This may bappen even tbough no bilI has been drawn against it so
as to bring it under the rules of bills of exchange. This discount-
ing of open-book accounts bas increased greatly of late. To be sure,
only a draft accompanied by all papers may be used as a means of
payment. In the business circles in wbich a bill of exchange is issued
it is regarded as so certain tbat a good commercial bill will be honored
when due, and the due-date is so near that the money demand wbich
it represents is looked on itself as money. As the pbase runs the bilI
"is money," and in these circles it is used by way of payment when
actual cash payment is not desirable or convenient.

The larger the number of bands through which the bill has passed,
the better its currency becomes. The increased number of endorse-
ments increases the security which it offers as it widehs the commer-
cial circle in which the bilI is recognized. Nevertheless, this circle is
very small when it is compared with the whole of the national econ-
omy. As the period for which it is drawn is short, the time during
wbich it may remsin in circulation is exceedingly limited. The bill,
when taken up, ceases to function and new dealings in merchandise
are required to create new bills of exchange which may again be put
in circulation.

More important still is another condition to tbe use of bills of ex-

change. The draft or acceptance wbich is to function as payment,
does not, in fact, serve as payment in full. Sbould payment not be
made when the paper is due, the final holder may fall back on his pre-
decessors. Each man thus resorted to may again bave recourse to
tbose before bim. Not until tbe bill bas been actually bonored and
paid, does the payment, whicb was supposed to have been made st its
original delivery, become final. Until then, the payment is considered
conditional. Á bill of exchange is thus only a provisional means of
payment, not a conclusive and final one s1,1chas is afforded by money
Ítself.

"Unprotected" banknotes are notes for which no metallic equivalent
of tbeir face-value is beld under government autbority: i. e., such
notes as tbe bank of issue, whicb we sbsU typify by the central bank
for tbe entire national economy, places in circulation without always
holding metallic or casb reserves in readiness for tbeir fuU redemp-tion.

Notes wbich are issued only within the amount of the metallic
reserve have no theoretical interest for us in this connection. For
large payments they are more convenient than metallic money whicb
is coined in smaller units. Tbey msy be more conveniently and in-
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expensively safeguarded, counted and shipped. They are therefore
a practical substitute for coined money which they represent. Hut
this substitute substance, if one may so ca11it, does not in any way
increase the total amount of money in the country. It circulates in
Heu of the coins. The latter may at any time again take its place, for
the notes must be redeemed in lawful money at sight on the demand
of any holder.

On the other hand notes issued without cover of metallic coin are a
peculiar means of payment by credit. They are added to the actual
stock of metallic money and increase this "cash" effectually. This
supplementary money, as it might be ca11ed,is of the utmost impor-
tance to the financial condition of a country. We sha11have to dis-
cuss this money now at some length but we must warn our readers
that externa11y this supplementary money cannot be distinguished
from the substitute subst.ance discussed in the last paragraph.

It is the essential basis of the legal status of the two types of issue
that they are indistinguishably connected. Each confers on the
holder the right to demand redemption. Of no individual note can
it be confidently said "this is substitute money" or "this is supple-
mentary money." In practice every note passes at its face value.
However, as it may be safely assumed that a11the notes issued will
never be simultaneously presented for redemption, it is deemed suffi-
cient to keep on hand a fund only in such proportion to the total cir-
culation as experience has shown to be necessary. Over and above
this fund, the bank of issue holds a secondary reserve to supplement
its cash, i. e., the so-ca11ed"bankable reserve." This fund consists of
those demands from its approved credit transactions, from loans
arising in the business of the bank of issue or, more simply, "the
Bank. " This type of reserve consists of well-rated commercial drafts
at short sight which the bank has discounted. The ingenious com-
binatión of these two reserves enables every bank to make good the
promise of redemption given to the holders of the notes. In the
first place it may use its cash reserve to redeem the notes presented.
Then at the shortest notice, by cashing its demand represented by
negotiable paper and kindred investments, it may obtain funds to
'redeem the rest of the notes also in so far as the notes themselves are
not presented in repayment of the loans. Thus a11 notes issued
by a well-managed bank, the supplementary as well as the substitute
circulatin« media, can be used to obtain their face value in money
and are accepted in a11transactions as money.

In the case of money the mass habit of acceptance has become his-
torical. This is quickly transferred to the notes' of a central bank

even without any legal enactments which enforce their acceptance
or establish compulsory rates of exchange. It is unlikely that anyone
would refuse to receive such notes in payment for in so doing he would
be regarded as indulging in unbusinesslike chicanery. If the bank
fails to observe the rules of protecting its notes, there wi11 in the
long run be a reaction which impairs confidence in the bank's notes
even with the general public. But so long as the bank conducts its
business with due regularity, the public and the entire business com-
munity receive and pay out the notes without so much as a thought of
the cash re8erve or the secondary reserve; or frequently without even
having heard of these.

When the mass habit of acceptance once attaches to a note, it ceases
from a practical point of view to be a mere demand for the payment
of money. It becomes money, and practically, therefore, the coun-
try's total fund of effective money is augmented by the amount of the
supplementary money.

This statement requires a restrictive explanation. This increase of
the country's capital is not permanent. Notes which are paid out
in discounting loans are subject to a law which has been called after
its discoverer "Fullerton's law." When the credit granted by the
bank expires thebank either receives back its note, or, if repayment
is made in cash, an amount of cash which covers the note remaining in
circulation. The notes which the bank issues in discounting commer-
cial paper are no longer lived than the draft or acceptance itself. If
they continue to circulate they are at any rate no longer uncovered
notes. They come into existence when the draft is discounted; they
die when the draft is honored. The payment of a draft gives to the
bank a fund to cover the bank's note. -During periods of slackening
business activity when few drafts are offered for discount the supple-
mentary fund decreases and vice versa.

The notes take the place of the draft which is deposited by the
bank's cashier. Fundamentally, therefore, they are nothing more
nor less than transformations of the draft which fit it to perform the
functions of money. Drafts or acceptances are in amounts of uneven
denomination; the notes of the bank are in round and convenient
sums. Commercial paper is timed ; notes are payable to the bearer on
demand. The former appreciates in value, the nearer the time for its
presentation and payment; the latter, as is the case with money, are
not affected by the lapse of time. The former circulates only in its
own narrowly restricted sphere; the notes of a central bank whose
solvency is universally recognized are adapted to circulate throughout
the entire national economy. Finally commercial paper is a means of
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only provisional payment. Notes are a means of final and conclusive
payment just as is money. Should the cOlllmereial paper in place of
which the notes were given, not be honored, the bank will falI back
exclusively on the drawers and indorsers. The bank notes are in
no wise affected and no one who has made payments by their instru-
menta1ity accepts any secondary liabi1ity. Why should he 7 The
note is not, like the draft or aeceptanee, an individual promise to
pay; 1 it is as representative as the moneyof the realm. It is national
eurrency 2 as it should be in order to qualify as ultimate service for
money through the mass-habit of use.

In most of its charaeteristics the "uncovered" bank eheek is the

opposite of the unprotected note. Before explaining the cheek in de-
tail we shalI have to discuss a term which is not now in general use
in preeisely this formo The Austrian postal savings bank in its organ-
ization typifies the eentralized clearing house arrangement. By the
English method the parties draw in the first place on their bankers
and these subsequently balanee demands and counter demands in the
elearing house. This method is substantially tbe same as the former,
but its explanation is more diffieult and does not give as elear a view
of the relations whieh it is our objeet to disclose theoreticalIy.

The centralized clearing bank accepts deposits of money. The
ereditors of account dispose of those funds by transfer eheeks. Pay-
ments are effected by debiting the account of the payer and crediting
that of the payee. The arrangement amounts to the old exchange or
giro trade on the great1y enlarged scale of a bank which operates over
the entire national economy. As Httle theoretical interest attaehes
to that part of the deposit whieh is eovered by eash on hand as does
to notes covered by cash reserves. There are certain praetical ad-
vantages in paying by check, but the country's media of exchange are
not enlarged by drafts against cash on hand. But at this point the
elearing bank avails itself of the experience of the bank of issue.
Knowing that it is unnecessary to hold in readiness the entire cover-
age, it uses a certain portion of the funds entrusted to it for suit-
able investments which produce interest and enable it to alIow a
moderate interest to the depositors. This is an additional induee-
ment towards increasing deposits. To the entire extent of these in-
vestments, the depositors renounce claims against a cash reserve and
accept the secondary reserve in its place.

Therefore just as we distinguish between the covered and uncovered
notes we shalI have to distinguish between the credits which are pro-

1 ein EiD2:p.lpapier.
2 ein Massenpapier.
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tected by metal1ic reserve and those which are covered only by the
bank's investments. This distinction is without significance so far as
transfers are concerned. Just as the notes of a well-managed 'bank
of issue are accepted in daily exchange, whether they are covered by
metal1ic money or approved security, and just as they form a homo.
geneous mass enjoying equal rights and used with equal effect without
regard to the manner of security; so the credits of a welI-managed
clearing bank are looked upon as a homogeneous mass to be disposed
of by transfer with identical effect without r.egard to the manner in
which they are secured. But since the funds deposited are returned
to economic circulation to the entire extent of the unsecured credits,
it folIows that to this extent the funds do double service and tbe media
of exchange of the country are inOi'eased just as they are by "un-
secured notes."

In many respects the clearing bank facilitates payments more effec-
tively than the bank of issue. It is an improvement on earlier
methods that the transfer takes place in the bank 's accounts rather
than by counting out and shipping funds. It is a further improve-
ment that the balances, by the transfer of wbich payments are effected,
at the same time yield a moderate rate of interest to creditors. In
this way the method of clearing resumes a characteristic of the bilI
of exchange which was altogether lost in the case of the note, the
representative of the bilI of exchange. On the other hand, people
must agree that their balances cannot be withdrawn at will, but their
withdrawals are subject to certain short notice. This, too, is an im-
provement. While in the case of a bank note, the holder has a right
to insist that it is payable on demand, payment by check has advanced
beyond this stage. Depositors in the bank pay by money demands
which cannot be withdrawn immediately but only after a trifiing
delay. Once the bank's patrons feel confident that payments are im-
mediately effected by a transfer on the accounts, it is a matter of little
importance that the withdrawa! of funds is restricted by short notices.
In this respect also the check revives a quality of the bilI of exchange
which is used by way of payment but subject to a certain number
of days of grace. However, owing to the superior guarantee which
the check receives in the combination of cash reserve and approved
security, it surpasses the bilI of exchange in effecting definitive or
conclusive payment.

The amount of the unsecured ba1ances, to the extent of which money
does double work, fluctuates as elasticalIy with the monetary require-
ments of trade as does the amount ot unsecured notes. In periods
with large financial requirements, the bank wilI increase its loans.

I
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As the requirements drop otr, there takes place a return flow ot bank
funds which is quite analogous to that described by the law of the re-
turn of bank notes.

The clearing method has developed much more rapidly than that of
the use of notes. It has profited by the experiences of the latter and
from the start has been in a much higher degree a matter of fore-
thought and conscious purposeful organization. The charter and by-
laws of the clearing bank regulate the legal etrects of every event in
aU its details; the parties submit voluntarily to the established regula-
tions and state legislation has little need of interference. Much de-
pends on the extent to which the public makes use of the institution
of banking. It is one thing when only large business houses lend
their support. It is quite another when smaUer concerns and, outside
of the business world, the public, proper ly speaking, participate. The
checking system is not weU adapted to the needs of workers, smaU
traders, petty officials and the like. These classes have the disposal
of only smaU sums; they receive their incomes at short intervals and
consume them as soon as they come in j they reserve no funds. How-
ever the system is weU suited to the middle classes in easy circum-
stances. Not only in England but in many other countries it has
found ready adherents among these classes.

The use of payment by check is fairly wide-spread as compared with
the sphere of the use of notes as it was rigidly regarded by the older
schools. OriginaUy the note was intended only for the larger com-
mercial transactions. It was not even thought desirable that the
notes should find their way into the tiUs of petty traders and they
were therefore issued only in higher denominations. Transfers by
check, on the contrary, are made among the customers of the bank
down to the smaUest amounts, and are just as careful in etrecting
domestic payments as business transfers. Where the checking system
has once taken root, its sphere of usefulness is wide enough to give
rise to a mass habit. The strength of this habit is such as to place
the individual under the speU of a universal practice. In the last
instance it is this which creates for the check the quality by virtue
of which it operates with the public at large as definite payment. It
is the possibility of accomplishing this feat on so large a scale which
gives the checking system the firm position in the public estimation
which it now enjoys. The methods of the clearing bank by which
guarantee of payment is established are after aU a secondary con-
sideration. It is true that under present conditions the guarantees
cannot be dispensed with j the entire checking system would be shaken
to its foundation if the security of the reserves were to be found
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insufficient. Confidence in the bank would belost and balances would
be withdrawn in large proportions. The checking system would be at
an end. But while the credit of the bank is maintained, aU these
considerations have little weight; the public is guided first of aU by
the fact that these transfers have universal currency.

What in England and continental Europe is known as the Lombard busines&,
in the COUl'se oi which loana are granted on securities listed on the stook
exchange, i& looked upon, like the business oi discount, as lending on approved
security. When prudently managed, it aetually olJers a real secondary re-
serve, as the sums loaned may be withdrawn on the shortest possible notice.
But it lacks that guarantee which arises from the connection with a business
transaction, notes are placed in circulation without the support oi new natural
values to balance the iace value oi the obligation. For good reason thereiore
the Lombard business is conflned to a narrower fleld. Ii it is transacted on

too large a scsle it must inevitably interiere with the smooth working oi the
institution oi money.

Over and above the important result oi adding materially to the ready
moncy in any country, the institution of credit alJects the methods oi payment
in stili another way by minimizing the speciflc acts oi payment. However,
under present conditions this proves to be oi iar less importance. Between
merchants with a regular and Issting business connection which leads to ob.
ligations of payment on either side, actual payment may be simplifled by mutual
credits and debits and a periodic settlement. Such adjustments minimize
not only the acts oi payment but also the means on both sides. Means of
payment need only be held in readiness for the balances which are not other-

wise cancelled. On the whole if we disregard settlements on the Exchange, the
method of balancing accounts has not gone much beyond the limits of com-
mercial business intercourse. Clearing house settlements on the English system
which reach enormous dimeusions are not considered in this connection; they
merely supplement the checking system and are wholly unnecessary with a cen-
tralizcd organization. We have already discussed their elJect in our exposition
of the checking system.

}'inally the institution oi credit alsoadmits oi arrangements by which
the trans-shipments of paper or meta1\ic money can he done away with. Costs
oi transportation are thus saved and other considerable advantages secured with-
out essentially influencing the siructure of the economic community comprised of
those who pay and are paid. It is thereiore not necessary for us to discuss this
feature at the present time. In the theory of the world economy, we sha.1I
have to discuss a function of credit of greater importance.

Precisely as money itseli has been evolved, 80 the method of payment by
credit has been developed largely by the tendency to experiment which is con-
stantly manifested in the practical alJairs oi liie. The task oi theory is in
the flrst place directed to a summary explanation oi the' siguificance of those
things which have been worked out in detail by human ingenuity and skil1.
Theory has contributed to the practical shaping oi results mainly by criticism
which it is able to olJer because oi the breadth oi its knowledge. In this spirit
it dictates the- necessary safeguards whenever the aggressive impulses oi prae-
tlcal me tend to pass the limits oi prudence. Theory is a conservative rather
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than a progressive element. With scarcely an exception theoretical criticism haa
been too cautious; so far developments have gone beyond the limits indicated
by the rigid discipline of the schools. There can be no doubt that in the future
also the practical quest will point out and attain methods which are stili pro-
scribed though they are destined to lead to the creation of media of pay'
ment bolder and more extensive than any we now dare fancy.

§ 48. THE NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMUNITY OF PAYMENT

Payment-Price-payments and payments by assignment-Origina! an.i derived
mrome.-Tke equation o{ SUFP!y and dema-nd-Natura! and manetMY forms-
per_a! ba!lUIces o{ tCares and of, payments.

The economic concept of payment is presupposed in the phrase,
means of payment by credit. In attempting to define this concept, so
important to an understanding of the institution of money, we shall
assume an undeveloped economic condition where there are no credit
media and the only means of payment is ready cash. At first we shall
also assume for the sake of simplicity that we are dealing with a static
economy which obtains the same social income year in and year out
through a frictionless, undisturbed process of production and acquisi-
tion and which distributes this income to its members by similarly
frictionless sales. We shall Hrst examine the effects on the institution
of money resulting from change, friction and disturbances in produc-
tion, acquisition and the market. \Ve shall then pass to changes in
the value of money.

Payments in money may be made irrespective of exchange as well
as a result of an exchange. Those made under the latter condition
may be classified as payments made for natural values and those for
money 01' capital. In our analysis we must begin with payments
made for natural values. It is through these that all other payments
receive their significance. If money were not able to buy natural
values, it would be absurd to lend money and collect taxes.

The exchange of natural values for money is a necessary conse-
quence of the division of labor in the economic process which has
brought in its train the money economy. While the domestic produc-
tion of the old natural economy resulted in a natural yield from which
the household was immediately supplied, production in a monetized
economy gives a natural yield to every individual of which he may
be able to use little 01'none in his household. These products and the
other natural values turned out in the process of acquisition mnst
first be sold in the market to yield a money income. This, finaUy,
mnst be changed into the natural income which leads to the satisfac-
tion of needs in the household.

'.
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.A.cquisition is considered complete as soon as a money income has
been obtained from the sale of the finished natural values. Turning
the money income into natural income offers no further acquisitional
difficulties; the essential problem here is to observe correctly the
margin of use of the household. It thus happens that this purchase,
although it also requires a certain market experience, is looked upon
as a problem of the household where the ultimate preparation of the
commodities for consumption is presumed to take place.

ln disposing of his products for money, the producer effects a
transition from the narrow field of his particular process-a limita-
tion imposed by the division of labor-to the entire wealth of values
in the market. He surrenders the natural form of a specially condi-
tioned product for which the market possesses only a limited capacity
of acceptance. In return he receives money, the general medium of
exchange, which enjoys a mass-habit of acceptance and by which he
is left to a greater 01'less degree master of the market. He may now
come forward in the market with his demand. It is this shift from a
restricted to a general command of the market that is significant in
the concept of payment. In this sense payment is a monetary per-

. formance in exchange.
The process of production in the money economy leads to continn-

uous sales not merely of consumption goods that are ready for use and
are being transferred to the household, but also of material and per-
sonal productive means that are used in production and must be re-
placed. In the case ot these sales also a concrete natural service i8
surrendered in exchange for the universal medium of exchange,
money. Payment is made in money.

Once the position of money as a means of payment is established
in the market of natural values, the development of the money
economy leads to other types of payment in order fully to profit by
the power money confers in the natural market. Loans and credits
in the money and investment markets are examples. The payment
of money gives to the borrower, according to the amount of the loan,
a general market control. By the payment of interest and the re-
payment of the princi pal sum, he returns this control to the creditor.
Credit transactions are made in the general means of payment, mone)".
Therefore anyone may become a creditor who receives payments ot
money through any method of acquisition. Anyone who has to
make money payments may become a debtor. Similarly anyone may
fulfil his credit obligations who has received payments of money from
some source.

The payments of public taxes are also made in money. In a natural
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economy circumstances require the payment of natural taxes. The
state therefore is confined in its expenditures to the primitive natural
values offered by the domestic production of its subjects. A tax paid
in money gives to the state a control of the entire domestic and foreign
market in proportion to the amount of the tax. On the other hand
the performance of the tax bears less oppressively on both burghers
and peasants as soon as their acquisitional activity is adjusted to
yield money incomes. The same is true of the payment of fines and
damages in money: it is most effective for the collecting party and
least burdensome in the age of the money economy for the person
paying.

Those payments which are made without involving any return from
the beneficiary: liberal gifts of every description, donations, alms
and foundations are most effectively made in money. There may be
special reasons that make a natural performance desirable; it is pos-
sible that the particular natural form which is uItimately desired may
be represented in the fund from which the donation is made. But if
the gift is executed in the universal medium of payment, it aIlows the
beneficiary the most unrestrained selection of natural values. The
same remarks apply to properties to be placed in social enterprises.
FinaIly in the insurance business the payment of premiums and the
recoveryof damagescaIl for a transfer of moneyj indeed wherever the
money economy prevails, such transfers cannot be differently con-
ceived.

Payments are classified into two great groups: price payments
and payments by assignment.

Price payments are the monetary consideration for natural values
in the market. Strictly speaking, the term includes the payment of
interest by a debtor, as interest is also a price; but we shaIl not con-
sider it as a price payment, for it does not embrace the particular
characteristic of price payment which involves the sale of natural
values. Price payments are the auxiliary movements by which in the
economic process of sale the principal movement of natural values is
maintained. The title, which qualifies men to receive payments or
price, is the fact that they have surrendered natural values which
have been introduced to the economic process of the nation for ex-
change.

We shaIl caIl payments by assignment aIl those which are made

under any title outside the market of natural values. In part they
are payments in consequence of contracts: loans and other credit ar-
rangements, contracts of partnership or other association, insurance
agreements and those of gift. These contracts again are made either
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for a consideration or gratis. Some of these payments are founded
on legal obligations as in the payment of fines, damages or taxes. The
primary purpose of a payment by assignment is to transfer the control
over the market of natural values, which the possession of money
confers, from the existing owner to another. In the further course
of transactions the purpose is so extended as to transfer also the
power to make payments by assignment, be they with or without ~on-
sideration, by contract or imposed by law. The creditor transfers
his power of payment to the debtor; the latter returns it to the credi-
tor. The taxpayer transfers his power to the community, the donor
to his beneficiary, the memher of an association to the society and the
insured to the insurer. In some cases there is a return from insarer
to insured. It is not an easy matter to find one collective name to
describe aIl these payments originating in so many different tit1es.
The name, payment by assignment, may be the most suitable that
could be agreed upon. We think then of the party paying as the as-
signor who surrenders a certain general market control, considered
as money, to an assignee. An especiaIly important group of such
payments are those discharging a debt which the party bound by
contract or law makes in performance of his obligation. We shall
later see that the state bases its control of money-matters mainly on
the sovereignty which as legislator and judge of last resort,. it exer-
cises concerning the regulation of the payment of debts.

The income, acquJred by participation in the process of production
and acquisition, is spoken of as original income. In our science the
term is used in several other meanings, but it is this meaning in which
it is probably most aptly accepted. The original income is made up
of the price-payments which men receive for the surrender of natural
values, formed by their economic activity; we mean by the transfor-
mation of a natural form into the money-form. Original incolIle is
acquired by the farmer, the mine-owner, the -manufacturer and every
other industrial producer, the merchant, the freighter, the landlord,
the physician, the lawyer, the priest, the military officer and the of-
:ticial of the state. Such income is acquired not only by the inde-
pendent, individual entrepreneur. Every other person, performing
some part in the process of acquisition and production, also recei ves
it: the partner in any business-enterprise, the stockholder, and fuIly
as much the wage-laborer or the owner of reaIty, leasing his real-
estate.

In contrast with the original income we find the derived income,
earned directly in money-form. Derived income is received by the
creditor, the banker, the mendicant who lives on alms or the charity
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of the public, the beneficiary of an annuity. The income also ot the
state and of other commonwealths received in taxes and dues of all
kinds is derived income. It is paid out of the money-income of the
citizens whose income is correspondingly decreased without the com-
pensating exchange ot any natural value, although the community
attends to the task of procuring out of this income the natural values,
employed in the administration ot government.

80 long as the assumption of an undisturbed static economy is
maintained, the princi pal movement of natural valu es must always
balance with the auxiliary movement ot price-payments. More ac-
curately, the sum of natural values offered by the participants in the
processes of production and acquisition must be equal to the sum of
the money values at the disposal of buyers. Put most briefly: there
invariably exists an equilibrium of supply and demand. In a static
economy, functioning without progress or retrogression, there must
more especially be an equilibrium between money income and natural
income, i. e., between the money income and those natural values
which are being consumed in the households. This proposition we
shall now have to prove.

Let us first assume that all income is original income. In this case
we may feel assured that, whoever has brought a natural value into
the mechanism of production and acquisition and received a price-
payment in return, may, in a static economy, count on finding a
natural counter-value ot corresponding magnitude offered in the mar-
ket. The purchaser received the natural value by paying a price.
But in order to obtain the money with which to pay, he must himself
have placed a similar natural value in the economy. In the process
of exchange, there are a series of successively linked pairs. In order
to obtain the monetary commodity, each successor in this chain-those
both near and remote trom the pair under consideration here-had to
bring torward a natural value. 80mewhere, this chain of exchanges
finally breaks as certain persons have not yet brought their wares into
the economy. They wait for the successor on whose demand they will
bring forward their goods. In a static economy, the farmer, selling
grain, will find somewhere in the market, the industrial products
which he is seeking, offered by producers, who are in quest of his
demand, in order to obtain by sale the means of payment which they
themselves are in need of, in order to push their own demands.
When, finally, the last excessive supply and the last uncared-for de-
mand have met and effected an exchange, the ring is closed in the
series constituting trade. In the static economy, the demand-as
tar a!! the supply is concerned-does not come unexpectedly; supply
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and demand, by long continued relations in the market, have adjusted
themselves to each other. The demand is expected in advance, and it
thus exercises an effect equivalent to an order. The natural values,
of which the demand is in quest, have been prepared by the supply in
quantity and quality as desired, enabling the parties to effect the
exchanges of the market in easy routine and without friction.

In a static economy, the equation ot supply and demand is by no
means interfered with by the influence of assignment payments or ot
derived income. By such payments only the individuals are changed,
who make up the demand; persons with derived income take the places
of those with original income. A producer may waive the right to
receive from the market for his own consumption the natural values
to the receipt of which he has become entitIed by the products turned
in. He may prefer to loan the price realized to a debtor. In this
case, the debtor will exercise the demand, and his demand will operate
as an order, as soon as the market has become accustomed to it. The
reverse is true when the debtor proceeds to the payment of interest
and repayment of principal. He can do this only through natural
values which he prepares or which, in more complicated cases, a new
creditor, some other provider of funds or his predecessor in the
production process has turned in for him. Whenever the state col-
lects monetary taxes, which are paid from original or derived in-
come, the citizens, in paying, make over to the tax-collecting govern-
ment their expectations or opportunities of obtaining market-supplies.
In the more complicated cases, the transfers of market-certificates, ac-
complished by assignment payments, are very numerous. Thus, for
example, the mechanic in debt may pay to the creditor-bank, the bank
to the depositor, the depositor to the state, the state to its creditors,
and from these the series may be similarly continued. But numerous
as the shifts may be, the equation ot supply and demand will always
have to continue to exist in the market of natural values, where the
economy is a static one; neither the quantity of natural values sup-
plied, nor the amonnt ot the sums of money giving titIe to demands,
undergo any change whatever.

We can summarize the result of our investigation in the phrase that
the closed enonomy is, for the entire people, a community of payments.
By a nniversal habit of thought, we picture economic organization as a
community ot production and acquisition; but we shall have to think
of it as well as a community of payments, a community settling the
mutual claims which arise in the process of sale. With the aid of
the universal means of payment, money, the necessary service is per-
formed in a surprisingly simple manner and without the need of a
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superior management. As long as every individual, in making price.
and assignment-payments, looks strictly to his own interest, the 01'-
derly settlement of affairs is assured. Every individual is a member
of the community of acquisition who is ready to turn in a natural
value, nnd who thus disposes of the natural form; he also is a part
of the payment-community who disposes of the money-form. Sales are
made as members of the two communities come together in exchange,
two by two. In the exchange they change roles, the supplying prede-
cessor acquires in place of the natural form, the money-formj the de-
manding successor in place of the money-form, the natural formo
This interchange of natural form and money-form in connection
with the equation of supply and demand is sufficient to discharge
in due routine the service of the community of payments. No one
can achieve the control of the money-fol'm, who has not himself
01' through another turned in a corresponding quantity of natural
values; no one can aspire to the control of the natural form, who
has not surrendered a corresponding quantity of values in the money-
formo It is his personalloss, when one of the contracting parties errs
and surrenders a greater value in the one form than he receives in the
other. The equation of values in the total, however, is not affected
by this error, for what he overpaid becomes the gain of the other
party to the contract. Anyone who does not wish to employ the
authority, conferred by the possession of the money-form, personally
to withdraw natural values, will probably perform one 01' the other
act of assignment-paymentj he will lend out money, give it away 01'
fulfil his public 01'private obligations to pay, and thus surrender his
position in the community of payment to one 01' the other assignee.

The free-trade school haS-80S far 80Sinternational commerce is concerned~
maintained that, in the long run, wares can only be paid for in wares. As we
sha11 see later on, the position does not hold good for the foreign trade of an
individual country; it does hold good in a closed economy or in the whole of
the commerce of the world. But we sha11 have to change somewhat the mode
of formulation; rather than of wares, we sha11have to speak of natural values,
genera11y; and we sha11 have to substitute a more appropriate phrase for the
term "paid," for in every instance payment can only be made in money. The
true meaning of the statement is that the money-values, available for the
demand of natural values, are ultimately derived from tbe sale of natural
values which the supply has carried into the economic process. Thus formulated,
the proposition coincides with the equation of supply and demand.

The equation of supply and demand does not hold good for a single section
of a closed economy any more tban it does for the commerce of a single nation
with foreign countries. The sum of the products which the farmers of a
dosed state selI, does not necessarily coincide with the sum of products and
other natural values, which they acquire for production and for domestio
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use. It wilI, even with entirely undisturbed economic processes, coincide with
the latter only on the assumption that the original income of the farmers has
not been reduced by the payment either of .interest on indebtedness, of taxes
or any other assignment-payments. An agricultural enterprise, heavily in-
debted and burdened by taxation, will withdraw from the economy a, much
smaller quantity of products, than it has itself raised and carried into tohe
social fund. On the other hand, the group of capitalistic investors, who live
entirely from derived income, will be able in its domestic economy to supply
itself abundantly with means of enjoyment of every description, without itself
producing natural values of any kind. These men find their natural needs
supplied by the values brought to the market by their debtors to cover their
payments of indebtedness. It may be the capitalists do not take out tbe very
natural values brought into the general market by their personal debtors.
None the less at some place in this market corresponding values must be found
prepared.

What we have now explained 80Sto individual sections of the national economy,
applies equally to every individual economy. Tbe natural values, coming a,nd
going in an individual economy, need not by any means be equally balanced.
Tho personal balance of natural values or, as the case may be, the personal bal-
ance of wares, may be a credit or a debit balance. It will be a credit balance
when more natural values, or wares, are sent out; a .debit balance, when more

come in. When thus interpreted, the personal balance of wares of tbe farmer,
largely in debt, will be a credit balance; the personal balance of wares of the
capitalist, a debit balance. These are ways of speaking which do not corre-
spond tothe personal relations; and stilI we adopt them, because since the days
of the iMercantilists, they have been habitually used in our science for national
and universal economic relations. We shall have to discuss them further in

our theory of the economy of the world.
As we speak of a personal balance of wares, we may speak of a personal bal-

ance of paymcnts. Tbie is the balance of moneys received and paid out in tbe
individual economy or of the payments wMch, during the economic period, should
come in and go out. In a properly conducted individual economy, the personal
balance of payments can never permanently be eitber a credit or a dcbit balance.
Those who receive larger payments than they are willing to expend in the
conduct of acquisition or in tbe domestic economy, will pay out money for some
kind of investment; tbey will purcbase securities of some kind, bonds, stocks
or real estate; tbey will make a liquid deposit in banks; or tbey will turn
part of the funds over to other individuals by liberal acts. The banks, on tbeir
part, will not permit funds to lie idle, which have been deposited with them;
they will again place them in circulation by means of tbeir loan-and credit-
transactions. Tbe hoarding of large sums of unused moncy, forming a treasure
or thesaurus, 80Swas the former practice, will find no advocates under modem
conditions. No one will for any length of time so shape his personal balance
of payments, 80Sto carry a credit balance in the sense of taking in more money
than, in one way or the other, he pays out. On the other hand, however, no
properly conducted economy will so fashion its behavior 80Sto produce a debit
balance by becoming bound to expenditures greater than anticipated receipts.
To cover expenses which unexpectedly disturb the equiJibrium, and which can-
not be met from regular receipts, extraordinary measures will have to be
resorted to, by availing oneseU of credit, proceeding to sales or omitting other
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§ 49. THE DEVELOPED FORM OF MoNEY

purchaser fails to make the promised payment, the seller loses his
position in the economic community. So long as the account remains
open the transaction is incomplete; there is as yet no money income
because the vendor is in possession not of money but of a demand
for money. For the latter no habit of general acceptance has been
established. Such credits are therefore always confined to a narrow
circle in which the personal and business relations of the parties are
such that the creditor can scarcely decline to accept the risk of the
transaction.

ln those cases where debits and credits are balanced on the books
the use of money is dispensed with and as a means of paymeni money
is economized. It is stilI used as an instrument of computation. The
prices and interest are computed in money and the balance in terms
of money is carried forward to a new account.

The development of demands for money, which may be used in
wider spheres as means of payment by credit, is more important than
open book accounts. As typical forms we have become acquainted
with commercial paper, drafts, bank notes and checks. Neither of
the last two is secured by a fuH cash reserve. These have all been
amply described and we need only summarizetheir relation to the
form of money. A draft is a provisional means of payment used in
restricted business circles mainly to effect price-payments. It has
grown out of the needs of commerce that receives its numerical value
from the size.of the commercial transaction covering it. It is an ae-
cessory means of payment which supplements money. It does not,
however, actually become money but always remains a demand for
money.

The "unprotected" note is a transformation of the draft. It is
made to serve moreperfectly as moneyj it is a meansof definitivepay-
ment, supported by the general habit of acceptance. Suitable for
larger payments in all fields of the national economy, it is issued or
withdrawn in amounts equivalent to the commercial transaction which
it covers. But even the note is only an accessory means of payment ;
it augments money but never completely displaces it. To be sure, in
the mass habit of acceptance the note has individuality; one might
say that it has a "caU" to independence. It has a double basis: on
the one hand it is 8:demand for money which presupposes money; on
the other hand, through the general habit of acceptance, it has be-
come fundamentally independent ot, money and stands "on its own.' ,
ln a closed economy, which needed to give no attention to payments
in foreign trade, it is not only possible but probable that the note
would have achieved this independence in practice.

intended expenditures. Rather than speak of credit and debit balances, we
should speak of the favorable or unfavorable formation of the balance of pay-
ments. The favorable formation is one where payments come in after a manner
which always supplies sufficient funds to meet expenscs; the unfavorable. are
those where difficulties arise because payments become due before the funds re-
quired to meet them have been realized. Even in an bousehold of small income,
tbe balance of payments may be favorable, where atrairs are well managed and
certain reserve-funds kept in readines8; while in an ooonomy of large income
it may be unfavorable temporarily or even habitually, where things are iII man-
aged and large obligations are assumed, which go beyond the availahle cash-
resources.

It is difficult to grasp correctly the relation of money-form and natural formo
The practical point of view for obvious reasons see8 first of all the money-form;
it 100k8 not npon the whole, but upon things 11.8presented by tbe private in-
terest of the individual whose access to the wealth of the market is secured by tbe
money-form. Tbe scientific mode of tbought, on tbe otber band, insists 10gically
upon the importance of tbe natural formo Here, 11.11individual aspects have to
ba united into a total representation, exhibiting the natural valucs as the nu-
cleus of national wcalth. However tbis may be, science bas not, after 11.11,won
its insigbts witbout itself becoming ensnared in errors of cxaggeration; and
it has on occasion announccd its axiom as tbough the natural form werc tbe
key to all verity, and the money-form were of no import wbatever. Socialistic
criticism went to even greater lengtbs. It thought to bave found in tbe money-
form and in tbe necessity of 'transforming tbe natural form-the communit)'-
form as Marx called it-into the money-form, which in an eternal circulatioll
is retransformed into tbe natural form, the source of 11.11exploitation. Thc
correct view is probably tbe view wbicb holds that, as long as there is an econ-
omy of exchange, the social institution of the money-form cannot be dispensed
with; its service in tbe process of sale may assuredly stili be elaborated by
mors perfected arrangements, but in no way may be replaced.

Tke money-form and credit-Natural, mone/ary and credit eeollomies-Defini-
tions of money.

The economic community that arises through exchange did not stop
with the original form of monetary payment. The introduction of
credit and more especially the adoption of media of payment by credit
has greatly extended the scope of the money formo

ln the mst place credit operates by deferring payment in ready
money and substituting book accounts. When sales are made on
credit, the vendor surrenders his position in the acquisitive commu-
nity to the purchaser. The latter gains possession of the wares; the
former cannot reenter the market until he has been paid. If we
eliminate the possibility that the vendor may protect himself by taking
a mortgage or bond, the transaction is wholly at his risk. If the
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On the whole the same statement is trne of checks. In aIl civilized
countries the sphere in which checks serve as money has become so
large that we may properly speak of a mass habit of using checks
which might be strong enough to establish the check independently of
metallic money. We are not concerned here with possible develop-
ments; our object is merely to describe actual conditions. At present
the note and check are only accessory media of payment. They sup-
plement metallic money to the extent of the needs of commerce: i. e.,
according to the commercial values which secure them.

With these limitations notes and checks do service as money in their
own fields with precisely the e1fect of money. The recipient of a note
or check becomes a member or a limited but still extensive community
of payment. To an amount equaUing his receipts he commands the
money form and is able to make payments with fuU e1fect. The trans-
action closes with the receipt of the note or check; a monetary in-
come is received by the man who is paid and who gains a position in
the acquisitive community that formerly was the payer's.

The process is mo~t clearly seen in the manner in which payments
are e1fected on the central clearing bank. The bank unites its de-
positors into a community of payment. It enters on its books the
values of which its patrons dispose in monetary terms. Payment is
made by transferring a claim to the payee according to the amount
of the credit. But does not the simple act of payment in ready money
accomplish the same thing' A coin is a material token of value whc~e
temporary possessor is enabled to pay. The note is a transitional form
between the original-one may almost say the primitive or naturalistic
-coined form and the refined money-form of the bank-book. It re-
sembles the coined in that it must be physicaUy transferred; but the
trained eye of the modern observer sees these notes as precursors of
the bank-book. They are merely the 1008eleaves of an unbound bank-
book; their use prepares the way for the coming development.

The credit economy is frequently explained as being in the sama
manner a development ot the money economy as the latter is ot the
natural economy. This is a mistake. The transition from the natural
to the monetary economy is by far the greater. There is a fundamen-
tal difference between the active agenta in' the two, and hence in the
effecta of economic activity. In the natural economy the individual
household must rely upon itself and its forces. The process of pro-
duction is carried on within the limits fixed by the scanty natural re-
sources of a household. There are no intermediaries between produc-
tion and consumption. In the money economy aU workers separate
production and other acquisitive activities from consumption by two

intervening acts: a transfer of the natural form to the money form
and of this back into the former. This external opposition has the
greatest material consequences. Through these two transfers the way
is opened to the development, first, or the division of labor which re-

leases an enormous social productive force, and second, of the com-
munity of payments which distributes the sociaUy prepared values.

Not until the rise of a monetary economy did the great, far-reaching
national economy originate.

The establishment of the credit system did not introduce a funda-

mentaUy new set of conditions; it is not even desirable to speak of

a special credit economy. What men refer to as the credit economy
is merely an extension of the money-economy; it might be caUed the
credit-and-money-economy. By means of loans and credits in their

various.forms individuals other than those owning property are given
control of the property. In particular the group of entrepreneurs
is renewed. By means of payment by credit the form of money is
expanded; developing natural values o1fer a commercial security and
themselves furnish the means of payment which facilitate their sale.

Thus the avenues of production are enlarged. These are great results
but they rest on a monetary ec.onomy within which they function.

Aeeording to these explanations any general means of payment, in exehange
or outside of it, is money. A means of payment gains universality historieally
as soon as a mass habit of use has attaehed to it. Specie.is independent money,
money at its best, that on its own account may /Ind universal employment. Bank
notes and checks are aceessory to this true money. A commereial draft has no
general aeceptability; it forms the transition to demands of various kinds for
money which are accepted as payment by special agreement in each particularease.

The term, general means of exchange, that appears in many de/lnitioDs
is too narrow. It does not inelude payments by assignment andfails to em-
phasize sufficiently the effeet of price-payments. The much used designatiGn,
circulating medium, does not properly limit the eoncept, for a eommereial dra.ft
also beeomes a circulating medium as soon as it is frequently endorsed.

Formerly tbe explanation was frequently inserted in the de/lnition of money
that is "the means of preserving values for' the future." Even today this
statement, whieh is a last remnant of the mercantilistic theory of money, is
made. But the wealth of the future would be iIl eonserved if there were not
also enduring natural values and sources of value. The durability of money
is assuredly an important eonsideration, for future economic organizations
will need means of payment; but it is hardly necessary to add that in a,1l
future periods the natural forms of wealth will be developed by tbe side of
the monetary ones. Finally, it should be mentioned that for anticipated
and also for unexpected future payments a cash reserve should be established
that is proportioned to one's means. The continuing organization of credit
a,ccumulates the reserves of individual economies in the banks and thus effects
a, eonsiderable saving in the moneta,ry materia,l.
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In many deftnitions, money, baving been declared a medium of exchange,
is also set up as a standard of price. Tbis addendum is superftuous. Money
could never be a practical instrument of paying prices, if it were not qualifted to
measure tbem.

With far more propriety money has been described RBa measure of value. But
the idea which it is desired to convey, may be more suitably expressed in another

way. What the phrase is intended to indicate is that money is used to sym-
bolize values in other transactions than tbose of exchange. This happens

when a later exchange is foreseen, as for example when an official appraieal
precedes a sale at public auction. The same thing happens where no sale at
all is expected to follow, as for example where the exchange-value of the
yield is determined. At the end of this section we expect to take up again
the applications and signiftcance of computation in money; provisionally let
us say that money is indeed the general instrument of appraisa.l in the processes
of private economy.

Money is affected more radically by paper money than by the means of
payment by credit. Paper money does not supplement but ousta specie. Ex-
ternally it is of the same form as tbe bank note, but essentially it is in no

way kindred to the bank note or other forms of credit media. Hs origin is not
in credit but in the edict of the state, establishing a nominal value. When we
come to discuss the nominal value of money, we shall also go into detail s as to

paper money.

Tke Oonoept-Tke la.w of ita f01"mation, ita hiatorioal oonditioning and oon.

timdty.

law which governs it under the amplified form of money. In prac-
ticallife it is the social economic exchange value of money which Men
have in mind when they say that money is worth more in one place
than another or that it is worth more now than it formerly was. In
this connection also, the prevailing scientific interpretation foUows the
procedure of daily experience. It accepts the value of money as it is
objectively determined and refers to it as the objective exchange value.
The same statements which we have ascertained to be true in connec-
tion with the objective determination of natural valu es hold good alBo
in respect to money. The value of money is not an objective value;
it is the general cross-section of the subjective or personal valuatioDs
of money; it is the value as to which aU persons are agreed. We
define this value as the significance which aU parties concerned attach
to money in the economic process under the general price leve!.

More is predicated in the value of money than the mere fact of a
general level of prices. Not only is it stated that the goods which
are being sold in the market are held at particular prices; it is implied
that because of the general price level, money has a certain significance
for everybody in the economic process. This significance of the value
of money is more clearly experienced when economic changes affect
its purchasing power than under conditions of perfect stability. The
statement that money has risen or faUen in value does not merely in-
form us that the general price level has gone up 01' down, and that
things are cheaper or dearer; it gives us to understand that simultane-
ously with the general change of prices, money has taken on a dif-
ferent value for everybody. In this statement it is predicated that the
relation ot the unit ot money to that ot utility has changed; that in
order to cover the same marginal use, more or less money has to be
expended. When more units of money have to be surrendered to se-
cure the same degree of utility, the value ot money has declined, and
vice versa. When a general rise ot prices has the effect that the pro-
visioning ot aU households has to be curtailed, or when falling prices
enable it to be expanded, the exchange value of aU commodities has
risen or taUen, while that ot money need not be affected at aU.

Accordingly we may deftne the value of money more accurately as
the significance attaching to a unit ot money because of its relation
to a unit of utility. AU factors which contribute to the determination
of the general price level infiuence the value of money. But there are
other circumstances which determine the ratio in which units of money
are equated to the price level of a unit of utility. These should also
be considered. In the Hnal analysis, the general price level is al-
ways determined by the suma of the values which make up thesupply

§ 50. THE ECONOMIC [OBJECTlVE] EXCHANGE VALUE OF MoNEY, OR
THE V ALUE OF MoNEY

Theory is not likely to unravel the problem of the value of money
in a satisfactory manner until it has grasped the concept of the money
form and of the expanded form of money. The older theory was
bound to fail when approaching this problem, if for no other reason
than that it never succeeded in defining these concepts and hence could
never determine the "quantity" of money which determines its value.
ln the older theory this quantity was the material stock of money.
Actual1y it should be represented by the entire sum of the income
of the economy which is available under the expanded form of money.
A wealthy man who disburses his large income by checks drawn on his
bank is unlikely to appraise the value of money by the standard which
would be set merely by the sum of cash which he happens to carry
at any particular time. As regards the personal exchange value of
money, this is so apparent that any further discussion may scarcely
be expected. But the conditions governing the value of money in the
national economy are different and a more careful analysis is re-
quired in order to shed light upon the concept of this value and the
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and demand in the market of natural values. On the side of the
supply, these consist in aIl the natural values offered for sale. On
the part of the demand we find the sums of money which are available
for pricc paymcnts. It is a mattcr of indiffcrcncc in what particular
monctary form thesc amounts cxist. Sums which arc available in
bank notes or checks as weIl as in commercial paper are aIl to be
counted. NO.less are those amounts which are credited and carried
tg an open account. These all intlucnce the formation of price. Of
all the prices paid in the market, thosc payments madc for consump-
tion goods are dccisive for the exchange value of moncy; it is from
thesc that thc prices of productive means are derived. In a static
economy, with neither progress nor retrogression, thc money income
is aIl uscd for the purchase of the consumption valucs neccssary for
the houscholds. Thus we arrive at the brief expression that in a
static economy, the gellerallevel of prices is determined by thc ncwly
produced natural consumption valucs on the one side and the mone-
tary incomc on the other.

Paymcnts by assignment do not intluence the exchange value of
money. They havc no othcr effect than that they bring about a change
in the individuals who are entitled to dispose of the money. Tbe
national income is neitber immediately increased nor diminished by
thcm. Indirectly, bowever, morc remote effects may arise and may
rcsult in appreciablc modifications of the national income because ot
the influence of these payments upon the distribution of the social in-
comc. The number of units of money to bc used to express a unit of
utility cannot bepredetermined. Tbey may be many or few. As a
matter of fact, the value of money bas been quite diverse both at
various times and in different localities. It is invariably a matter
tbat is historicaIly determined. At any given time every economy
finds the value of money determined by prior development. During
a new period the development proceeds continuously from this condi-
tion with historical precision. No matter wbat factors operate on the
side of natural values or of money to influence the general price
level, they always operate from the basis of a preexisting level of
prices. The existing price structure is never changed simultaneously
in aIl its parts. New facts affect ouly individual prices. Momentous
infIuences on the price level accumulate little by little with the cease-
less occurrenceof new events whicb affect ever new sections of the
market. In a particular .case the parties to a transaction compute
a new price from the one with which they are familiar. "H such and
such things «:ost 80 and so much, then I shaIl have to ask this or
that price for my wares" ; or, ««I can only pay such and such a price" :
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thus any formation of prices is popularly worked out. Wben tbe
conditions of thé market are more disturbed, the new prices will de-
,part more rapidly and in larger numbers from the old ones; blit no
matter how grcat the disturbances ot the pdce level, even at times
;when they lcad to a violent upheaval of thc value of money, the leap
to the new value always proceeds from the basis ot the old value, his'-
torical continuity is maintained.

The theory of the value of money must start froro the service of money,
just as that of the .value of wares starts from the.ir serviceabi1ity. The pre.
yai1ing doctrine has fai1ed to IlO so; it feU into the error of drawing the
exchange-value of money too closely to thé 1Iattern of that of wares. It has
sought to construct the closest posslhle parallel between the two. Just as the

exchange-value of goods was foundedin their money-price, so the exchánge-
value of money was to be found in the "goods-price" of money. By this
phrase they meant the quantity of goods which are to be obtained for money
or rather for a unit of money. Properly speaking, however, money has no
price. We pay prices in money. It is only in the primitive exchange of the
natural economy that each of the two commodities transferred is the price
of the other. }<'urthermore it was held that for both goods and money supply
and demand are determining. This is also mistaken; as far na mOlley is con-
~erned neither the concept of stock nor of need applies to it in the same sense
in which it applies to wares. The theorists were therefore compel:cd to resort
to all manner of modifications of the two concepts, changes which were more
or less forced. It was recognized that the credit substitutes also infiuence
the "stock of money." Obviously the extent to which specie and credit sub-
stitutes are used is also important, and the idea took root of appealing to II.
third factor of the supply as well, the rapidity of tbe circulation of the
monetary symbols. But specie, credit media and rapidity of circulation are

only the elements for the auxiliary movement of money; the prevai1ing theory
never succeeded in assembling the elements in the one concept of money income.

III cOllnection with interest on capital we shaU have to discuss the particular
sen se in which the money market speaks of the value of money.
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§51. THE MONETARY MATERlAL AND THE HULLION V ALUE
OF MONEY

VOin8, standard 01 cOinage, price 01 coinage-The material unity 01 inter-
national monetary systems--Bullionist theory, mofW1t made 01 valueless ma-terials..

Among all civilized peoples and for a long period a mass babit of

use has attached to the precious metals. These metals do not satisfy
all the requirements of a perfect money. As we shall show later
money is subject to a variability of value because the quantity of
money in circulation dcpends on the tluctuating productivity of the
mines. This detracts from its usefulness as money. Aside froro this
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consideration coined money is excessively bulky for large payments.
Credit instruments are particularly convenient media of payment in
these cases; they perform the service with scarcely any difficulty and
almost without expense. On the other hand the precious metals do
possess in high degree the quality of divisibility which is important in
minting. They have greater durability than most other monetary
materials. Moreover they have purity, lustre and a high bullion
value due to their scarcity: a11 qualities that were particularly im-
portant in the beginning of the monetary economy and that are not
to be overlooked today. Ultimately the historical force which was
invoked by the use of precious metals among the most advanced
peoples determined the dominance of these metals over a11 other
monetary materials. Unity of the monetary systems is essential to
an uncha11enged functioning. Thus the backward economies were
forced to adopt the material used for money by the nations controlling
world commerce unless they wished to be isolated from the money
economy of the world. The ousting of silver and the transition to the
gold standard, which most advanced nations have accomplished with
the last decades, is to be traced back to this cause. However, it is not
part of our task to describe these events which are not adapted to
purely theoretical exposition but demand extensive materials that
may only be co11ectedby empirical methods of investigation.

In the fo11owing analysis we sha11 take advantage of the right to
adopt the method of theoretical simplification. We sha11 assume a
condition in which the money of a country consists exclusively of
gold and requires no supplementary coins 01' sma11 change. As
before, we shaU disregard a11 international relations and assume a
closed social economy entirely dependent upon its own resources.

While a certain amount of the gold which is held in reserve to

secUJ;ethe payment of notes may be uncoined, the gold destined for
circulation is coined. Only for large transactions is gold in bars
used. Our next problem is to explain the significance of the coined
form of money.

The standard of coinage determines the number of units of money:
i. e., pieces of money, to be coined from a unit weight of bullion.
Thus 1395Marks are made from one German pound 1 of fine gold in
ten and twenty mark pieces, 01'139.5 ten mark pieces 01'69.75 twenty
mark pieces. Applying the standard of coinage of the Austrian
crown to the German pound (the law expresses it in the kilogram of
fine gold), 164 ten crown pieces 01' 82 twenty crown pieces are ob-

1 Trans. note: Zollpfltnd. The customs union adopted a unit equalling a half
kilogram.

tained. Accordingly the bullion content prescribed by the coinage
law is 1/69.75 of a German pound for a twenty mark piece and
1/82 for a twenty crown piece. The technical process of coining is so
accurately contro11ed that this content can actua11y be adhered to
except for altogether insignificant variations. Since the coinage law
provides that every coin must be accepted at fuU value, whose depar-
ture from the standard does not exceed certain narrowly defined
limits of error, the twenty mark piece and the twenty crown piece
are to be held equivalent to 1/69.75 and 1/82 German pound of fine
gold respectively. To this extent, then, the we11known definition of
Goldschmidt for a standard coin applies to the gold coin: i. e., "a bar
01' ingot of precious metal legitimized 01'approved by the state as re-
gards purity and fineness." The stamp of the unit on a twenty
mark 01' twenty crown piece, not too greatly worn, is evidence that
it contains the quantity of gold prescribed by law.

From this point of view the form of the coin is a mere matter of
authorization whereas the true worth of the coin, the bullion value,
is determined by the metal content. The latter would also seem to
give its essential nature to the coin. However, aU of this fails to en-
lighten us fully as to the significance of the coin as the standard
money. Certain controlling provisions of the coinage law have not
yet been considered.

The state reserves the exclusive right of coinage. No one other
than the state may impress upon the material the mark which makes
it money. No other evidence of the money content than the impress
of the state is permitted. To what other authority could a function
so important to the regular course of affairs be entrusted without in-
curring the risk of grave abuses? It is true that in earlier days even
the government did not always prove deserving of the confidence to
which they pretended. Only too frequently they shamefu11y abused
the right of coinage by debasing currency and later by issuing worth-
less paper money in order to increase revenues. However, for a con-
siderable time now in aIl modern countries the function of coinage has
been recognized as an important duty which every government has
faithfully discharged. Wherever this stage of development has been
reached the restriction of the right of coinage to governmental author-
ity has been upheld in the recognized interest of the public.

Similarly aU people have a common interest in the legal enforcement
of the validity of the currency created by the state. Once the state
creates money that shaIl serve as legal tender, in which a11payments
shaIl be made except those for which a contract stipulates payment in
a different kind of money, the monetary system has reached a stage
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of the greatest possible simplicity. The state then protects aU indi-
viduals against the chicane of those who would refuse to receive the
universal means of payment in settlement of their demands. The
power of the state to give currency to its coins gives the legal basis
for the mass habit of acceptance which always forms about every
weIl administered domestic currency. Whenever foreign coins or
bars of gold are to be used in particular cases, special agreements to
this effect are required ; the universal means of payment is to be found
exclusively in the form of the familiar domestic coin which it becomes
almost impossible to dissociate from the idea of money.

Every people who recognize a specialized monetary system come to
regard the precious metal itself merely as merchandize. They look
upon it as nothing more than the material of which money is made,
and respect it as money only when it is coined. The public at large
and even the great majority of business Men have become so thor-
oughly accustomed to the coined form of money and repose such
confidence in the official coinage, that they take little thought of the
material content of the coins. This is true more especiaIly as few
who use them know accurately the precise quantity of gold each coin
should contain. However if the currency should again be debased
as in former times, it would soon come to pass again that the fineness
of the material would be tested and the weight verified on the jeweler's
balance. With the present historical background, the magic of the
coin form nowhere goes to the length of making the material of the
money a matter of indifference.

That the coin has never attained this position despite the govern-
mental privilege is explained by a section that is incorporated in
every system of coinage regulations. This section supplements the
restriction by virtue of which the right of coinage inheres in the state
alone. Every private individual has the right to have coined for his
account gold which he delivers to the government mints. For the
monetary material which he surrenders, he receives the amount of
money determined by the standard of coinage. In most countries a
brassage charge is made for this service; but there" are coinnge laws
which meet the public need to the extent of coining gold free of aIl
charges.

It might be held that this transaction between the state and a
private individual consists in an exchange of wares for money. In
fact it is customary to speak of the "coin-price" received by the indi-
vidual from the state, but in truth there is no exchange, and there is
no price in this transaction. The two parties do not meet as supply
and demand and no trace may be found of the determinations of value

which accompany an exchange. All that happens is that the mechnn-
ical process of minting, which as a rule the state performs for itself,
according to the monetary standard, is now performed at the request
of a private individual. A bar of gold is turned in, weighing one
German pound and is divided into 69.75 or 82 pieces which the state
fashions into the form prescribed by the coinage regulations nnd des-
ignates as 20 Marks or 20 Crowns. These names are simply state-
ments of the amount of the fine metal content. They do not express
an exchange value, and, as we shall see later on, do not in the proper
sense establish a nominal value. The concept of the value coins,
which we all automaticalIy associate with their names, arises exclu-
sively from their value in exchange which is formed socially in the
market. Even where the name of the coin is a direct derivative of its
weight, as, for example, the Pound which occurs in so many languages,
the exchange-value concept is immediately associated with the weight
name. The former so impresses everybody that it inevitably trans-
forms the weight name into a value name. This term of value re-
mains current even after the coin has long since relinquished the
mere semblance of its original weight.

The governmental prerogative of minting is largely compensated
for by free coinage for private account, and by the effect which the
exercise of this right has on the value of the coin. If this right did
not exist and the state were negligent in the process of coining for its
own account, so that it supplied less than the number of coins re-
quired for trade, then the value of money would necessarily rise,
perhaps to a marked degree above the value of the bullion. The re-
verse condition, that with over-abundant coinage, the value of money
would falI below the value of the bullion content, can never become a
practicnl facto It will be seen at once that as soon as the deprecintion
of the money became noticeable, people would withdraw money from
circulation and melt it up in order to take advantage of the higher
value of the metal. By the right of free coinage the determination
of the quantity of money is left to private individunls. Dealers in
precious metals and speculators will recognize opportunities to realize
a profit from differences which may arise between the price of the
coin and the price of the metal. The expenses which arise in these
manipulntions irrespective of brassage, such as transportation, loss of
interest and the like, are small. The coin price will probably always
be the most important component of the market price. Though the
fluctuations of supply and demand exert their influence in the money
market and the metal market, the market price of gold is never able
to depart widely from its coin price. On the other hand, the dis-
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parity which may arise between the two prices when the right of
free coinage is abolished may be seen in the fall of the price of silver
since the cessation of its free coinage.

The result of our investigation of the significance of the coin form,

may be summarized in the conclusion that in principle money and the
monetary material are to be distinguished, but that in practice the
values of money and bullion coincide wholly, 01' almost wholly.

The right 01 free coinage has important effects in the international money
economy. International monetary systems are kept apart by the jealously
guarded independence 01 the state coinage laws and by the historically trans-
mitted diversities 01 the standards of coinage. On the other hand they are

united by the hOlllogeneity 01 the monetary material in all countries which are
on a gold standard. The value 01 money by virtue of the right of free coin-
age is held in agreement with the ,-alue 01 gold in the world market save for
tri/ling tluctuations and departures. Thus a. condition is brought a.bout in-
ternationa.lly by the ma.terial identity 01 gold whieh after all elosely approaehes
complete monetary unity in the essential effect of constancy of values.

The more accurate and detailed exposition of these relations properly be-

longs in the theory 01 world economy. In the closed social economy, another
problem demands our consideration. If the re]ationship between bullion and
money is such as we have represented it to be, the question must be raised
iu what manner the value which is translerred to money from its material is
re]ated to the exchange value which it derives from its service of the pay-
meut of prices.

The re]ationship of bullion and money being such as we have shown, it
wou]d seem that money derives its value from the value of the monetary
material. But we have deduced the exehange value of money from another

source, name]y from its service in the payment of prices. Does this not in-
volve a eontradietion!

Tbere is in faet no eontradiction; the two ideas may be shown to be en-

tire]y consistent. The resultant foree of two streams from different sourees
establishes the value of money. It is a compound of the va]ue in use which the

bullion acquires from its manifo]d industrial employments-its use for pur-
poses 01 ornament, for utensils and technical services 01 every description-
and of the exehange value which it derives from functioning as a means of pay-
ing prices. Each of these two streams, the use service 01 the material and
the service in payment of the mouey, flows independently. It is the sa.me con-
dition that one encounters so often of a commodity receiving a direct use-
valne from its consumptive employment in the household and acquisitive- or yield-
va]ue from its assignment to production. For instance when a landowner
himself consumes a part of his crops and sells another, his valuation will be
determined by both uses. The decisive marginal utility is aseertained by
balancing the services against each other. The same conditions hold in the
case of money; its value is the resultant of the joint force of the effect pro-
duced by the service 01 the coin as a medium ol exchange and by the industrial
uses ol the gold.

This joint resultant is noticeab]e in the value of gold as well as in the value
of money. The value 01 gold is increased because of the lact that it satisftes

not only industrial but also monetary demands. The va]ue ol money stays
in close accord with the value of gold which is thus ascertained. Under pres-
ent conditions the monetary use is the more important of tbe joint forces, since
far more gold is coined than is used industrially.

We may go still farther and insist that each of the two uses is sufticiently
independent 0.0 that it would continue even tbougb tbe other shou]d disappear.
The practical use of go]d would not cease, should the minting of gold be discon-
tinued. No more wou]d its use as money end, if the state were to prohibit its
industrial use and were to seize all gold for coinage. In both cases an enormOU8
disturbance of values would follow, as occurs whenever the conditions of demand

are fundamentally displaced. The disturbance would be greater if its use as
money were to cease, because this employs the larger quantity 01 thc metal;
but in either case aíter some time a regular series of values wou]d be re-
established on the new basis.

Tbe prevailing bullionist theory follows a different reasoning. According to
this theory the bullion value of money is equivalent to the use-value of the
monetary material. When the exchange-va]ue ol money coincides with the bul-
Hon vl\lue, it shows simply the l1se-va]ue of the bullion. The current bullionist
theory could not conceive of money made 01 valueless material; it holds that
money could surely never measure the value of commodities if in its own materia1
i t did not possess value.

However, this constantly repeated argument is not conclusive. It is true that
worthless money could never be a standard of value in commodities; it would
therefore be use]ess as a standard of va]ue. But it does not follow that money
is worth]ess mere]y because it is made of worth]ess material. The materia.l ot
paper money is as near]y worthless as can be imagined. Paper money is use]ess
in foreigu countries and does not serve as money in internationa] transactions.
Yet, despite the worth]essness of its materia], the bistory 01 almost every coun-
try shows that it is fttted to perform the function 01 money in tbe markets ot
natura] va]ues and therefore to measure the va]ue of eommodities. As soon as a

circu]ating medium has gained general acceptability, it also acquires exchange-
va]ue whether the materia] of which it is made has exchange-va]ue or not.
Paper money for which the mass habit ol aceeptance has been historically
formed is given and received not mere]y as a symbol of va]ue, as a mere order to
deliver natura] values, but exactly like metallic money itself it becomes a vehie]e
01 individual va]ue. As soon as the general public is assured of the universal
acceptability 01 paper money, each of tbe individua] economies participating in
the genera] traftic attaches its persona] exchange-va]ue to the money by the
same rules that determine the exchange-va]ue of metallic money; on the basis ot
the generally adopted appraisal 01 its exchange-value, paper money wiJJ acquire
a social economic exehange-va]ue exactly as does metallic money.

It may possibly a]so be objected that every exchange-va]ue presupposes use-
va]ue and tbat therefore money must a]so bave use-va]ue if it is to have excbangc-
value. This argument a]so is inconc]usive. A means of transportation does not
need to have any other use tban the carriage of goods in order to possess
excbange-value. No more does money, the means of transportation in the
trallic of value as it might be called, have to convey use by virtue of its material
composition in order to bave exchange-va]ue. It is sufficient, if the money
facilitates the circulation of other tbings which have use-value.

As we have shown in an earlier connection, the prevailing doctrine d~nies ita
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§ 52. THE NOMINAL V ALUE OF MONEY

Tke nominal "alue 01 8mall ckange and 8ilV/!1'-coin-Tke nominal oolue 01 fke
banknote and tke check-The nominal ,,'tlue in ckange8 01 standará-Deba,se-

metlt801 ooin-Paper money--Knapp'8 "8tate theOf'Y 01 money," and nominali8m.

The monetary unit, the declared standard money, is insufficient to
fulfil the requirements of trade. Over and above the means or pay-
ment by credit, it is everywhere supplemented by other sorts of coins.
We find as such the commercial coins, sma11change and the current
silver money. We sha11not have to discuss here the commercial coin,
which is intended for foreign trade. Sma11 change and current
silver are used exclusively in internal dealings; they are constituents
of the monetary system of the country.

The sma11change, made of base metal or of silver, is intended for
small payments which cannot be made in the larger coin. Sma11
change is composed of fractional coins. As such it must be in d~ter-
minate proportions to the unit of the standard money. The regularity
of payments throughout the country would be seriously impaired,
should this token money be subject to fluctuations of value in terms of
the standard coin. For the purpose of regulating this value, thc
state issues a denominational value-order, declaring how many frac-
tional coins are to be computed to the standard coin; the order directs
that the fractional coins have to be accepted in sma11er payments, up
to a certain amount, in this proportion.

To enforce the denominational value-order, it is necessary to issue
small change below value, i. e., with a bullion content or value, lower
than the denominational value specified in the coinage law. If sma11
change were brought out at fu11 value, there would be danger of the

coins becoming excessive in value with thesma11est rise of the market-
price of their metal. This, then, might tempt thc public to withdraw
them from circulation and melt them down. The issue below val ue
has the further advantage that the coins are of more convenient form,
while the state realizes a profit, which canbe conveniently used in
covering the considerable expense of coining.

The right of free coinage cannot be granted in the case of sma11
change. The decision to coin these must be left exclusively to the
state, otherwise the denominational value could not be maintained.
If private persons might give orders to coin, the value of the coins
would alwa.ys be :reduced to costs, i. e., metal value plus expenses of
coining.

Silver currency i8 an intermediate form between sma11change and
standard-money. As.the best known illustrations, the thaler in Ger-
many and the silver gulden in Austria may serve. We have here an
historical result of the peculiar circumstances under which the coun-
tries on a silver standard and double standard accomplished during
the last decades the transition to the gold-standard. This transition
was accomplished by a severe drop in the price of silver, which made
the rejection of the old stores of silver standard-coins the source of
such amazing losses, that it was decided to retain such remaining
bullion as could not be immediately transformed into sma11change.
This was done by the express retention of the traditional, compulsory
acceptance law of historical origin. By a different method, the
United States of America have obtained their silver currency; but
it is not part of our task, and cannot serve our purpose, to enter into
details of this sort. A11that we can wish to accomplish, is to deter.
mine the concept of this silver currency. Now, as heretofore, pay-
ment of even the largest sums of money may be lawfu11y offerec1in
this money as weIl as in the standard. The se11er or the creditor
is bound to accept this payment. As a matter of fact, to be sure, it
is never used for rea11ylarge payments, but only for such as rise only
slightly above the level of those in which smaIl change is used. For
the rest, these coins are lega11y, too, placed on a level with sma11
change; their coinage for private account is barred-and the state
goes even further, renouncing for itself as we11a11further coinage.
The coinage-law accords to them the nominal value of a fractional
coin. Although issued in its day as of fu11 value, this current silver
has become depreciated by the drop in the price of the metal. Its
nominal value has been taken over from the old relation existing
between gold and silver before the silver crisis, and stands high above
the money-value.

own principles if it develops a theory of its own of the exchange-value of money.
If money-value were always riveted to the use-value of the monetary matériai,
what intluence could the facts of the demand for money, rapidity of circulation
and quantity of credit subetitutes still exert t

The kernel of truth in the bullionist theory is this: the use-value of the
precious metals was slguitlcant durlng the period ot the adoption of money.
Had silver and gold not been esteemed as materials for ornament, for use in
utensils and the like, these metals would never have been selected to serve as
media of exchange in trade. Metallic money had to plead its cause to traffic by
its material value, in order that the mass-habit of use could attach to it. By
virtue of its material value it inaugurated its service as money. But once the
mass habit was formed, the historical aid which was indispensable to its in-
troduction could drop out without endangering its further use as money and its
tltness for use as an exchange value. Once this money-value is acquired, in his-
torical continuity it becomes the basis on whieh the money-value of the future
will further assert itself and will continue its course.
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The nominal value of small change and of silver currency is to be
defined as the value established by the state for the fractional coin
in terms of the money-unit. But the command of the state does not
by itself accomplish the end. Should the state issue more fractional
coin than the traffic can absorb, the statc's edict would nevel' be able to
uphold the denominational value. The ultimate source for increased
denominational value of the fractional coins is to be found in the
socially established exchange-value of the standard-money to which
they are allied by the universal practice, regulated by government.
ln their increased denominational value, they participate in the value-
producing effect of monetary service, which has created the exchange-
value of the standard-money. This is the same effect which maintains
the exchange-value of the gold money high above the level at which
the gold price could maintain itself, were gold to derive its value
solely from its industrial uses. It is also the same effect as that to
which paper-money, similarly prepared from worthless material, owes
its value in the last instance.

The nominal value of bank-notes and checks signifies something
very different from that of the fractional coin. Banknotes and
checks are not worth less than face value; their nominal value is
placed at par, the amount at which they are to be taken up. Every
well administered bank of issue 01'clearing-bank maintains the nomi-
nal value, without being directed to do so by some supporting govern-

.mental eommand. There are many countries where banknotes, un-
aided by obligations which have been legally imposed, remain in cir-
culation at full face value; certainly in the case of cheeks a compul-
sory rate of exchange has nevel' been considered.

The monetary standard has no nominal value. It does not even ad-
mit of such a concept; for there is no higher money to which it might
be subordinated, like a fractional coin, by a law to that effect. Nor
is that notion of a nominal value, which is peculiar to the payment
by credit instruments, presently to be redeemed, to be applied to the
metallic standard. The currency legislation, which establishes com-
pulsory acceptance of the standard money, does not set its nominal
value. Even such an edict would fail to operate in the case of price-
payments, where parties are always at liberty to agree upon the sort
of money in whieh the price is to be paid and, in ease they decide to
pay the price in standard money, are free to agree upon the price.
The state has no power to control the exchange-value of money; the
only way to bind it to a constant norm would be by markeÚegislation.
The state would have to make the hopeless attempt to fetter by law

the prices of all things 01' the general price-level. In the case of
assignment-payments the parties also are at liberty to determine the
species of money, as well ItSthe amount to be paid. This is not trne
in the payments of debts which do not call for especial kinds af
money. The creditor is bound to accept payment in standard money.
But even here the compulsory aeceptance of t.he gold standard coins
does not in point of fact carry a command regarding value; the law
declares nothing further than that the Mark 01'Crown pieees, issued
by the state, are the coins in which the debt of Marks 01' the debt af
Crowns may be legally discharged. A broader intention thus to en-
hance the value of either Mark 01'Crown is whollY foreign to tlie la'oll'.

ln countries with a double standard it is necessary in the interest af
unity and the stability of the monetary system to bring the standard
gold and silver coins into a firm relation of nominal value to each other.
It would nevel' do to permit their relative value to depend on the
fluctuations of the market prices of gold and silver. As to the value vf
the standard money as a whole, nothing is determined by this ediet of
nominal value either.

Just as regard to the certainty of transactions demands that the
monetary system- should possess homogeneity in itself, so it renders
imperative the preservation of unbroken unity in the transitian
from standard to standard. With every change of the standard,
whether it be in the metal employed 01' the standard adopted, it is
indispensable that the value be regulated by laws, which the unit vf
the new standard money is to possess in comparison with the old.
There must, especially, be provisions as to the manner in which obliga-
tions, demanding the old standard, are to be fulfilled in the new
standard. The relation of the two standards t.oeach other should be so
regulated, that neither the party making nor the party receiving pay-
ment is detrimentally affected. The law fixing the nominal value in
the ease of change of standard, should nevel' have the effect of increas-
ing the value of coins, as it does in case of fractional curreney. With
a mere change of the coinage standard, the relation is to be computed
accurately according to the ratio of the weights of the old and the new
coin; in case of change of the standard metal-and similarly in case
of change from paper money to metallic standard-the proportion wilI
be taken to aid the computation, which exists between the old standard
and the foreign standards employing_the newly selected standard
metal. The test of the correct computation of the relation is that
the market prices in the new money remain in exactly the same rela-
tion as the old market,-prices.
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Debasement of coinage in former times introduced changes in monetary
standards with the intention of obtaining a pecuniary gain for tbe state. A coin
of less weight was issued under the same name 80Sthe old coin, subject to a law
flxing the nominal value so 80Sto place it on a par with the old and heavier coin.
The power of the state is equal to the task of enforcing a law of nominal value for
those payments which the state itself makes to dependent ofllcials and mi\itary
men; it is equal to the task of enforcing it in the case of the payment of debts
to its own creditors, 80SweU 80Sin case of tbe payment of debts in private inter-
course; the judge, caUOOupon to decide the question ln litigations, is bound by
tbe state coinage law. But 80Sagainst the market, the state proves powerless;
price'payments are beyond the jurisdiction of the state, they are exclusively con-
troUed by tbe agreementl of tbe parties of interest.

When a 80vereign stllte flnds itlelf witbout tbe means of defraying expenses
and issues irrOOeemablepaper.money, it adopts the outward form of banknotes;
but the nominal value attachOO to its symbols of money is not secured by casb
reserves or approved evidences of indebtedncss 80Sin tbe case of banknotes. Tbe
nominal value of paper-money is tbe value which tbe state decrees for itl no~s
in terms of the standard metallic money; It designates the number of units of
metallic money for which the state's note is to be accepted in payment. What
has just been said in regard to the debasement of coins applies to the effect of
this law fixing nominal value. The state can enfurce it in payments to its em-
ployees, and It can also enforce it in payments of debts. But it can never main-
tain an order of this sort in the market of natural values.

Let us conflne ourselves to tbe exchange-traffic of a closed economy. We dis-
regard 8011speculative influences to wbich the rate of exchange of paper-money

.in the international markets is subject. This is infiuenced by the probabi\ity
of ultimate redemption, a condition which we do not feel ca1100upon to dlscuss
at present. It is qulte clear that in such an economy the formation of tbe
exchange-value of paper money in the market is contro11edby exactly the same
law 80Sthe exchange-value of money genera11y, and that tbe effect of an exces-
sive issue of paper-money must be essentia11ythe same 80Sthat of an excesslvely
augmentOO production of the precious metals. When the state increases its
emlssions of paper money in rapld successlon to enormous sUms-as happens
ln tlmes uf great financial stres&-the depreciation of paper-money must result
even more rapldly and in a higher degree than has ever occurrOOthrough the
depreciation of metallic money. Tbe eft'ect on the national economy wi11,there-
fore, be much more ruinous. At short Intervals of tlme the exchange-value of
money wi11be 10werOOagain and again, just 808the Individual economies have
barely adjusted their plans of acquisition and expenditure to !ts limits. Those
who have just been confidently namOOamong the wealthy, wi1\ perhaps be wealthy
no longer; those who to-day were able to meet their obligatiuns, wi11pcrhaps
not be able to meet them to-morrow. Numerous and momentous displacementl
in acquisitions and possessions wi\l take place. They necessarily lead to diMS-
trous disturbances of the entire national economic process.

The evn resultl of experiments which have so far been made with paper-
money, issuOO80Sa 80vereign state's signal of distress, prove absolutely nothing
agalnst paper-money ln !tself. In itl own nature, paper-money is by no means
of uncertain or fiuctuating value; It becomes 80 only by the circumstances UDder
whlch it is urdinarily Issued. If once the state should Issue It, no longer ln lte

own immediate and selflsh interest, but solely in order to substitute a we11
regulatOO monetary symbol for the cost1y, inconvenient hard money, which de-
pends so much on the results of the production of 'the precious metal s, the eff ect
wi11 be an entirely dift'erent one. If the owners 01 the notes but feel assured
tbat in seeking to purchase commoditics they wi11 not be exposed to loss from
the face-value of their paper, the old prices wi11 stili be asked in every sale.
'l'he reappralsal of al\ market-values to flt a new standard, on the part of a11
buyers and sellers without exception, Is an exceedingly complicated and laburi-
ous process which the market Is not overready to underta.ke. Experlence has
shown in many places that the mass-habit of acreptancc for emergency money
of thc state is easily enough formed-in this dirertion the power of the state
pro,'es exceedingl~' effective-and tllat at flrst, so long as the statc's emergency
money Is Issued only in moderate amounts, no higher domestlc prlces wlll be
contractoo for ln paper than those in metal had becn up to that time. N'or
would the market be revolutionized even later by a wel\ regulated body of
paper-money. The notes would take over the exchange-Yalue of the coin, in thc
place of which they ,,'ould appear. They would retain this value wlthout belng
exposed to the disturbances whlch, to-day, bave tbeir origin in tbe production
of the precious metals.

That state-controllOO paper-money has not already successfully occupied its
positlon in the economic and flnancial world, may be explained from the fact
that money ml1st serve its purpose 80Sa mcans of payment not only in domestic
but also in foreign commerce. 80 far in the commerce of the world, only gold
has historically acquirOO this mass-habit of acceptance. It is thls fact whlch
secures to gold, for the present, the controlling posltlon also 80Sdomestlc mone)'.
Gold money, 80Sa free, Bocial institution, has prevai1cd beyond the boundarles
and the oppositions of states. These have so far made a common regulation
of paper-money impossible, and wi11 possibly prevent it for a long time, if not
forever. AU the states which han been forced to hsue emergency money and
whose citizens become accustomed to the use of paper-money, would surely have
preferrOO, when they proceeded to the stabi\ization of the disorderOO monetary
s>'stem, to regulate paper-money 80Ssuch, rather than assume the enormous bur-
dens incidental to the resumption of the metallic standard. But the losses,
tbrcatening the national economy from the isolation of !ts monetary system,
are the greater of the two evi1s. Tbe cost1y, Inconvenient coin, affected by the
fluctuations of the production of precious metals, is the less objectionable evn
bccause it best secures an internatlonal constancy of values; it is thus prefer-
able to the best regulated paper-money, conflnOO to a single state.

Knapp's "State Theory of Money" starts from tbe fact that the orlginal "pen-
satorical" payment by weighing the metal has been abolished in every country,
and that men pay everywhere by surrendering imprinted picces, invcsted by the
authorlty of government with authoritatively deflnite validity in units of value,
He ca11s this "chartal" payment, by the side of which prevails "giral" payrnent
or transfer of a crOOit on some central office. Money involves "chartal" pay-
ment. In ordcr that legal regulation should be able to confer on money a
definite vallditv in units of valuc, the idea. of value-units (Mark, Franc, Rubel,
Pound Sterling) must h'ave been formed during the period of pensatorical pay-
ment; the legal regnlations must have set out from this concept. At the present
stage of development, thc Mark can no longer be deftnOO 80Sthc ~3U8 part uf a.
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pound of 1Ine gold. It has to be de1lned in tbe sense of the German coinage
legislation, as the third part of the earlier unit of value, the German Tbaler.
The manner in which the state setUes tbe value of money is by determining thc

basis on whicb units may be used in tbe payment of debts, espccially in pay'
ments madc to the state itself.

Knapp's nominalistic theory, contrasted with the bu1lionist theory, is an im-
portant advance. Hc 1Inds that fundamentally the historical value.unit of a
developed money has become independent of the meta1lic basis; and he succeeds
in setting up a broader concept of money, surpassing that of bu1lion or cash.

For monetary poliey, too, this theory is of importance. Knapp dcclares the
state bound to regulate the system of paymellts; bound, especially, to steady the
rate of exehange of the state's domestic currency, in its intercourse with im-
portant adjoining countries. Hc decides, that, for tbis purpose, the state has
means at its disposal whicb, according to the strictly bullionist theory, must
be barrcd.

The advance of Knapp's nominalistic theory is, however, counter-balanc~d by
the narrowness to which it rcstricts the problem of the theory of money. Knapp
is satis1lcd when he bas discovered that ibe historical value-units of money
bave been formed; he makes no attempt wbatever to explain how they could
bave been formed. As far as he is concerned, at any rate, the fact that money
possesses value deserves no further consideration; all he knows is, that there
are prices and levels of prices. But how-it must be asked-can the concept
of a value-unit be understood by anyone who cannot explo.in how money be-
comes valuableT And what do we learn by a price-Ievel, symbolized by 1I10ney,
if we arc unable to evaluate the sums of money which are paid out as prices T
As little as Knapp is able to explain how money has historically attained the
standard of its value-unit,. is he able to explain how the value-units, which
have arisen historically, continue to change; neitber can be explain in any way
whatever the meaning of the changes which have occurred. To this cxtent,
his thcory, with its self-imposca Umitations of enquiry, is indeed anything but
an advance on thc old bullionist theory, whioh stated thc problem of the value
of money with its fluctuations of value. Despite inadequate theoretical foun-
dations of the latter theory, it nevertheless made important contributions to
the solution of his problem. A satisfactory theory of money wi1l have to unite
both points of view; it wi1l have to recognize tbe way in which the value of
money is historically couditioncd, detach it from its metallic basis, and dis-
close the 1Inallaw of its social formation and change.

The theoretical shortcoming of Knapp's tbeory sbows itself a1so in the prac-
tical appUcation, made by himself to monetary poUcy. He overestimates the
power of the state's dctermination of the nominal value, originating in the legal
system of the state. The state can never succeed in 1Inally settling, as regards
other countries, the rate of exchange of its money; the st1~te cannot maintain
the nominal value of an excessive issuc of paper.money. At this day there ex-
ists no full-fledged security for the money-system of any country, other than its
being made to rest on the gold-basis, which alone has hitherto historically won
the mass-habit of acceptance throughout the world. The power which the state
exercises over moncy by virtue of th~ determination of thc nominal value proves,
as regards the effect in world-economy, too feeble. By its value in the com.
merce of the world, money shows itself to be not an institution of the state but
of society, whieh the state must.be held to regulate on the basis society affords.
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§ 53. THE LAW OF CHANGE IN THE VALUE OF GOLD

Thc cha.nge of the genera.l práce level-The deprecia.tion of money-M oney.volue
alla credit-CT'Íscs-"Apprecia.tion of money" a.nd "generol overp1'odllction!'

The cl1anges in the value of money which we shall now have to
discuss are exclusively those of its exchange-value. Changes in the
use-value of the monetary material and in the rate of interest, "the
price of the use of money," "as it is generally called, only indirectly
influence the value of money. The direct efl'ect of the value of the
material is so insignificant that we need not further discuss i1;j that
of the rate of interest we shall consider in its appropriate connection.
We need not speak at all of nominal value. Under normal conditions
the state is not called up on to label the standard money with a nominal
value which is intended to fix its value and to afl'ect the exchange
value of money.

Every change in the value of money presupposes a change in tbe
general price level, but not every general shift in prices points to a
change in the value of money. A progressive rise of the general price
level-a similar distinction would have to be made for the process af
ft progressive reduction of prices-may be accompanied by such a
marked reduction in the supply of goods that the public has to curtail
its consumption of the daily necessities as well as its total consump-
tion. But a progressive rise of the general price level may also occur
while the margin of supply for the mass of the people remain un-
changed; more than this, the margin may possibly be extended at
this time.

There is an essential difl'erence between these two conditions af
rising prices. In the final analysis the first afl'ects the natural values.
The second afl'ects only money. The first arouses a deeper and more
general anxiety; the second afl'ects only individual groups of people
and excites a theoretical rather than a personal interest. The rising
prices which are at present to be observed in all directions, may pos-
sibly be a resultant of the two causes.

Scientific explanations are agreed as to the practical aspect of the
two conditions. They are at variance as to the terminology to be
used in presenting the problem. A large number, probably the ma-
jority of economists speak in both cases of a change in the value of
money, distinguiShing the change of money-value itself from that of
the supply of commodities. However, as we shall immediately see,
the distinction does not wpolly coincide with the opposition of the
two conditions. Before defining our attitude in the matter, we shall
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enter upon a more accurate investigatión of the actual course of
events.

The most frequently discussed and the most obvious case of, change
in the value of money is the shrinkage of value or depreciation of
money, as it occurs in consequence of an increase of the available
amount of standard money. Excessive production of the precious
metals or excessive issue of paper money will both alike lead to de.
preciation. The equation of supply and demand is disturbed by the
increase in the quantity of money. The demand, which originates
with the money form, increases, but the supply of natural values
remains the same. Neither the gold miner who has struck an exceed-
~ngly rich deposit or the state which issues paper money in huge quan-
~ities are under any compulsion to introduce beforehand into the
economic organism natural values in equal amounts which would pre-
pare the ground for their demand. They appear as purchases in a
market which they have never entered as se11ers. Therefore they do
not meet ready se11erswithout disturbing the market. Their demand
may possibly contribute to an enlargement in production and to an
increase in the supply. However this possibility is another matter
which we sha11 presently consider in another connection. For thé
present let us simplify our investigation by assuming that production
is incapable of development or is capáble of only slow growth. Under
such conditions the newly added demand can only be satisfied as it
secures a part of the supply by out-bidding the earlier demand. The
prices of those articles to which the new purchasing power is directed
will rise. In further sequence the prices of a11those goods will rise
which are demanded by the se11erswho have been thus enriched. If
the quantity of ,new money which is thrown into the market is suffi-
ciently large, the entire general level of prices must ultimately rise.
Within the restricted area of a mining district which is scantily sup-
plied with commodities the increase of the demand in times of abun.
dant yields will be strongly felt and will rapidly exert marked effects
in increasing prices. In the broad world markets during short periods
of time, the effects are less perceptible, for the significance of the an-
nual increment of gold, however great, is small when contrasted with
the enormous monetary income of the entire world. However, when
the metallic supplies remain large during a longer period of time,
their effects will be felt by virtue of a summation of the annual in-
crements even in the world market.

The multiplication of commercial paper of banknotes and checks
does not act to depreciate the money market, for a11these means ot
payment by credit are the outgrowth of the monetary requirements of
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increased commercial intercourse; their appearance does not affect
the equation of supply and demand. The we11managed bank does
not force its credits upon commerce. It extends its discounts only
so far as the business would offer acceptable commercial drafts. The
amount of the new means of payment which it issues on discounting
a draft is limited by the quantities of products which have been freshly
introduced into trade. Credit media come and go with the movement
of commodities in business; they sublimate the natural values and are
their companion values in monetary formo They afford one of those
surprising examples of free, individualistic, yet social institutions
which are more perfectly adjusted to the general interest than would
be possible through the most thoroughly considered, purposeful con-
trivances of the state. The voluntary organization of credit has
achieved what no regulation of state-contrived monetary systems has
heretofore been able to attain: a standard which receives its quantita-
tive norm froTOthe service of money itself. Banks and the large
business houses whose commercial paper the banks discount are the
guardians of this standard. The volume of minted gold money which
is valid in all modern states is determined by the manifestation of the
spirit of enterpriseJn mining operations. Nowhere has this been sub-
jected to the monetary system; it is not even being attempted. Great
as the disturbances in the economy of the world may be as a result
of the decreasing value of gold, entrepreneurs will continue to mine
gold as long as in so doing they realize personal profit. In contradis-
tinction, credit-money fulfills the spirit of the institution of money
as enlightened statesmanship would determine it. The latter would
provide for impounding the gold obtained from the mines in order to
hand it over to trade and to reappropriate it as the needs of com-
merce may demand.

It must be admitted that the voluntary reorganization of credit is
not always equal to the magnitude of its task. It has often hap-
pened that the possibilities of credit have been abused. Although
men have learned much in the school of experience, such abuse is
likely to recur frequently. The great profits derived from rapid and
extensive improvements in production tempt new enterprises which
too rapidly exceed the limits fixed by commercial opportunity. Credit
is then extended to the products of over-production which lack the
fundamental inner qualifications by which credit is merited. The
ease with which means of payment are magica11yprocreated by an in-
cautious administration of the credit system seduces the spirit of en-
terprise, especially when accompanied by declining rates of interest
and carries enterprise farther and farther into the labyrinth of over-
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production. Once credit is thus misapplied, the equation of demand
and supply is interfered with. The frantic demand of entrepreneurs.
operating with unsecured means of credit, enhances the price of pro-
ductive means. These increased cost-prices raise the price of products
as well. Then, when overprod~ction ends in crises of liquidation, the
balance of supply and demand is disturbed in the opposite direction;
there remains a supply of goods for which there are no buyers and
the edifice of high prices collapses. The fabulous rise of prices is
succeeded by a precipitate drop, with economic after-efl'ects which
may be devastating and of long duration, until finally the equilibrium
of supply and demand is re-established.

The process of depreciation through an increase of metallic currency
or paper money runs a difl'erent course from start to finish. Its
progress is without ebb. It moves slowly, sometimes exceedingly so,
without the strain of violent disturbancesj but its efl'ecton the mone-
tary system is more lasting and more deeply rooted. There is no
section of the nation's economy which does not sufl'er change, for
money is the instrument which binds together all individual economies.
The abuse of credit and overproduction after a11afl'ect only certain
groups directly, and even mediately are not likely to make themselves
felt in all directions. By the depreciation of money all prices are
afl'ected. The prices are permanently increased; the value of money
is permanently changed. Because its value becomes unstable, money
functions with constant friction. The plan of all private and public
economies is adjusted to the presupposition of the constancy of the
value of money; money is given and received by those who assume
that in the future it will have the same purchasing power as it has
here and now. When this assumption proves incorrect many expecta-
tions remain unfulfilled, numerous economies are disorganized and
more than one is ruined. The groups who sufl'er most severely un-'
der such conditions are those drawing fu:ed incomes: officials, wage-
earners, pensioners and annuitants who are unable to increase their
capitaI. These men can no longer meet their accustomed expenses;
they must reduce their demand, and this in turn reacts on the in-
comes of those whose customers they were.

Depreciation of money may result not merely Irom an inflation of
the currency but also from changes with respect to goods. In the
theory of changes of value and price we have a1ready had occasion
to discussthe efl'ectswhich may result from the operation of the law .

of diminishing returns with regard to the value and price of products
of the soil. Our explanation must now be amplified. In our earlier
discussion we pointed out that the market follows one course when the
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efl'ect of the law which increases costs is compensated or even over-
balanced by advances of industrial technique or accumulations of
capital and another when this is not the case. We sha11now have to
distinguish these two cases.

The development is more favorable under the first set of condi-
tions. To be sure the historical continuity of price-formation will
lead from increased costs of production to increased prices for the
products of the soiI. The latter are important constituents of the gen-
eral price level, which will therefore rise. The prices of raw mate-
rials which the soil supplies, enter as elements of cost into their fin-
ished products. Similarly the cost of subsistence enters into the priQes
of products, in so far as it influences the rate of wages. Everything
will be more expensive, but the marginal utility of food and expenses
generally will not be raised. Despite the increased expenditure of
money, men will be able on the average to provide for themselves as
abundantly or more so than they did before; the per capita budget
of goods will not have decreased. If we assume that a hundred weight
of wheat was formerly sold for 10 units of the standard money, its
price will now be higher, perhaps 12 units. However, since the per-
sonal margin of .use has remained the same or has even been lowered,
the larger price is the expression of the same or a lower marginal
utility: i. e., the value of money must have fallen, since the same unit
of utility is expressed in more units of money. On "the side of com-
modities" the value of money has changed.

ln the second case the price for products of the soil will rise but
the per capita volume of the means of sustenance is also changed. It
will fall and the margin of use will be higher. If the price of a
hundredweight of wheat rises to twelve units as in the first case, al-
though the relationship of price and quantity is the same, conditions
will have changed radically in that the hundredweight of wheat rep-
resents a difl'erent number of units of utility. In all households the
unit quantity of food is represented by a higher marginal sum in the
scale of needs and thus an exact foundation for arithmetical com-
parison is lacking; the increased degree of intensity of the new mar-
ginal use cannot be arithmetically compared with the older and lower
one. Only one thing is clear: the average personal appraisal of a
hundredweight of wheat, i. e., its general subjective economic evalua-
tion is higher. Because this is so the conclusion will be reached that
the increased price level is an adequate expression of the changed
value of goods. Change has occurred, not in the value of money but
in that of wares. Indeed it is not proper to say that the value of
money has declined when the price of wheat rises in a tran.sitiQUfrQm
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a period of ample supply to another' with a restricted supply and a
higher rate of marginal expenditure. On the contrary; precisely
because money indicates the changed value of goods and the altera.
tion of the general price level, it has shown itself to be an accurate
and stable measure of price. Money under these conditions is analo-
gous to the column of mercury in the thermometer which shows itself
to be a reHable gauge by registering a higher index with a rise in
temperature.

But if the ratio of agricultural products to population becomes
permanently and to an increasing extent unfavorable, the' entire struc-

ture of the national economy must be shaken. Under these conditions,
an increasing proportion of the productive means must be devoted
to raising the fruits of the soil which are indispensable to the main.
tainance of Hfe. Industrial technique will not be able to effect further
advances. It will even become impossible to maintain the estabHshed
technological procedure because productive means will have to be

withdrawn in greater and greater quantities from industry and turned
over to agriculture. Large numbers of individua1s wiIl be deprived
of their means of earning a Hve1ihood. The total national income
will be lowered in both its monetary and its natural forma. Gradu-

uaIly the entire economy of the nation wiIl colIapse; its capital wilI
be consumed, yields reduced and industries wiIl be forced to resort

to a less intensive use of capital. AU this will be accompanied by
progressive thinning out of the population and subsequent upheava1s
of .the price-level and the value of money. The course of these latter
events, however we shaIl not trace in our present investigation.

It haa OOcomecustomary to contrast depreciation with the appreciation of
money. As the former is the result of an increase of money, so the latter is
popularly held to be the result of glutting the market with commodities, until
the need of money exceeds the available amount of this medium. Under these.
conditions it is thought the prices of aIl oommodities And the general price level
must faIl And the value of money must rise. One may weIl imagine conditions
in which there would be no demand, supported by an adequate supply of money,
for the abundant And newly manufactured products And natural values. Even
the resort to credit, And payment by means of credit media might not 00 suf-
tlcient to raise the demand to the eXtent of the supply. Hence producers would
have to cut their sel\ing prices in order to dispose of their stocks.

This doctrine of the appreciation of money originates in the fact that its
authors have misunderstood, or, at any rate, not altogether properly interpreted
the idea of the "need for money." It goes without saying that we cannot impute
to the discoverers of the quantitative theory the gross blunder of deducing tbe
demand for money1 from a "need" 2 for money in daily life. But we are

1Geldbedarf.
2"GeldbedUrfnis.
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safe ln maintalnlng that their doctrlne of the appreciation of money was largely
dictated by their leaning in tlle thcory of tbc value or money excessively to the
pattem of the theory of the value of goods. EspeciaIly they draw too close an
analogy between the concepts of the need of money And that of goods.

The appreciation of lIIoneyof which they treat is the euct oounterpart of the
law of demand applicable to natural values just as depreciation Is the counter.
part of the law of supply. As a matter of fact the need of money b nearly
akin to the need of commodities. In the monetary economy,everyone meets hia
personal need of goods by tlrst oovering the need of money. The latter, like the
former, is also intluenced in the tlnal analysls by the magnitude of the needs And
the law of satiety. On the other hand it must not 00 forgotten that the
monetary need is also determined by the historical value of money. Those who
speak of the appreciation of money misjudge the power of thls histori~al value
for which every business msn makes aIlowance in calculating his costs a'bd
prices. The appreciation of money would thwsrt the anticipations of every
business man, would depress sIl sales prices snd would decrease or wipe out
aIl expected protlta. Should it go stilI further, it would OOcomeImpossible to
recover oosts incurred And would bring in its train. a univenal crisis which
would be more ruinous .tban any crbis engendered by over-production in
particular industries. Is it possible to believe thst such a crbis wilI break
upon the commercial world just as a general progress in aIl phases of produc-
tion And of the preparation of values is being effected'

An old doctrine asserts oorrectly that a condition of "general overproduction"
cannot ariae. Partial overproduction ia poasible inaamuch aa a particular type
of production may 00 exceaaive, pasaing the general limit And reaching a point
at which aalea cannot be affected for the aurplua product. "General overpro-
duction" Is inoonceivable. A oondition whlch would aeem to warrant the use
of thia term would not be overproduction at aIl but would 00 a general produc-
tion of aurplua. The Increaaed volume of producte would bring with them in-
creaaed aales, "warea being paid for by warea," natural values exchanging for
other natural valuea. Where natural valuea Increaae in adjusted proportiona
there will be no difficulty in arranging for paymenta without provoking crisea.
Money wilI circulate more rapidly aa salea are more numerous than OOfore.
Meana of credit paymenta will 00 better organized aa aIl improvementa ln their
organization have OOenmade under the increaalng preasure of the need of money.
The least favorable case wilI merely involve the retardation of production, per-
hapa its premature curtailment; it ia posaible that not aIl the natural values
which may technicaIly be produced wil1 actuaIly 00; but those whose production
has OOendetermined upon wiIl surely 00 aold wlthout engendering a criais, And
therefore a1aowithout an appreciation of money.

During such periods of general progress whenever It ia poaaible to atimulate
the mining of precioua metala, the bul\ion thus accruing ia readi1y abaorbed by
commerce without producing the depreciation which at other times would neces-
sarily foIlow. Theae mineral resources in their tum are the meana of prevent-
ing a retardation of progress which it might not otherwise be possible to over-
come. During auch perioda, the increaae of money which permits aIl producible
values to be actuaIly tumed out, reaults in the benetlcial effect which some
authora mistakenly aacribe to it under aIl circumatances.

The multiplication of the means of payment by credit alone wil1 not overcome
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the obstacles to general progress. As theyare at present developed, credit media
do not enter a11channels of payment. Tbey cater to commerce and to the pay.
mente of the wealthy classes. Under present conditions ready money is ab-
solutely indispensable to enable the payment of the new groups of workers
which tlow into industry during periods of industrlal advancs and to make pos-
sible the increased exchanges in rural districte which receive an impetus from
the industrial advances. The sums of ready money which were suflicient during
the mercantilistic period to carry on the households of wage-earners and the
country population, would not even approximately meet the requirements of any
industrial country today. Moreover increased amounts of ready money are neces-
sary a.a a guarantee in developed credit transactions. Despite the admirable
improvements in the use of bullion which have been worked out by the inventive
genius of the English business communities the amount of actual cash carried by
the Bank of England when it first entered business would be much too sma11to
meet the present payments required under the English organization of credit.
It is possible that a shortage in the mining of precious metals might give to
naUons who were unwil1ing to be hampered in their economic development, the
hnpulse to use for the benetlt of their industrial and tlnancial progress the
auxiliary paper money which so far has only been resorted to for the exlgencies
of war.

So far at any rate the most important periods of productive progress have
always coincided with those of the most extensive gains in the mining of precious
metals. The century of geographical discovery which disclosed new routes to
the American sources of gold and s!lver supply was also the century of the evolu-
tion of the naUonal economies of Central and Westem Europe from the town
and local economiesof the Middle Ages. The modern growth of industrialism and
capitalism has been accompanied by the discovery of new deposits of gold and
silver in numerous newly settled districts. This is not an historical sccident.
The same spirit of progress, the same inventive intelligence, the same technical
imagination, the same pracUcal knowledge and organizing ability produce the two
efl'ects. Without the marine compass America would never have been dis-
covered; without modem machinery the mines of South Africa would never
have been exploited. The conclusion cannot be dra,wn from the historical
para11elism that a11 future technical advancss must equa11y increase man's
hoards of the precious metals. We are satistled to say that the trend of a
process of appreciaUon in the value of money, as taught, cannot be rea80nably'
maintained and that a cursory survey of past development shows not even the
actual conditions which must be presupposed in a theory of appreciation. It
must be left to the economichistorian to fumish proof to the contrary by a care.
ful examination of historical dat&.

While we deny the contention that increased commercial intercourse may lead
to an appreciation in the value of money, we admit a.a a matter of course that
an increase of goods, which extends to the me.rgin of the provisioning of the
mass of people and lowers the margin of use, must in historical continuity lead
to a gradual decrease of the general prics level. This is true under the supposi-
tion that a counter-effect induced by the law of diminishing returns does not
manifest iteeU. This decrease of prices can no more be traced back to the value
of money than can the general increase discussed above. It should properly be
interpreted as an expression of the decreased value of goods.

Ir
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§ 54. HISTORICAL CUANGES IN THE V ALUE OF MONEY AND TBE
DISAPPE.ARANCE OF NATURAL ECONOMY

Thc d61lc!opment of thc fnOfletary cCOfIOmy "noc the oentu,ry of gcographica~
di8oofJery-COfIoerning thc oaU8e8 of the pt'C8ent inorea8e in pnoe8.

-

The instruments of theory will never enable USto ascertain the ex-
tent to which the increased production of precious metals after the
discovery of America had a share in the depreciation of money which
has since taken p}ace. To answer this question economic history
should again examrne the evidence and determine whether the quanti-
tative theory offers suffi.cient explanation. There are inconsistencies
between the dates of the beginning and end of this process and those
which measure the period of the influx of the precious metals. Since
Bodin, the quantitative theory has been used exclusively in the domi-
nant explanation of this great phenomenon. It is not particularly
in the convincing power of the proofs offered that the reason for the
prevalence of this theory is to be sought. The reason lies rather in
the fact that much as the quantitative theory has been disputed, it has
never yet been supplemented, much less displaced by any other theory
which admits of a wholly satisfactory explanation. Nevertheless, a
consideration of the economic development of Europe which has taken
place since the beginning of the discoveries, leads up to an idea of this
kind. There is a temporal parallelism which suggests some sort of
causal connection between the two processes of the depreciation of
money and the disappearance of the rural natura! economy as it was
absorbed into the monetary economy.

Theory must at least examine by means of its typifying assumptions
the manner in which the gradual absorption of the natural economy
was bound to affect the price level and the value of money. At first
glance it seems clear that prices which orlginate in the market are
bound to grow with it. Nevertheless such an examination as this has
been hitherto omitted. Until now a!1 investigations of the change in
tne value of money have been undertaken with the tacit assumption
that a complete monetary economy had already been established. As
a matter of fact, this was anything but trne at any time during the
century of the great geographical discoveries; even today in Europe
it is not wholly so.

The essentials at this point may be explained in a few words.
Where the natural economy obtains, the producer in disposing of his
wares includes in the money cost of his products only a fractional
part of the total costs of production. Therefore the price which he
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demands and recovers is lower tban it would be with an accurate
calculation. That is to say, the producer allows only for the cost
of materials. As a Iteneral rule, he sets down correctly only tbe
most obvious even of these and neglects a1together the general costs of
equipment or plant. Moreover he appraises the cost of his OWDlabor
at a very low figure, firmly believing that this is already covered by
natural economic yields. In the first instance his sales are always
sales by special opportunity; one might say by accident. Even if a
producer should occasionalIy arrange for the production of certain
industrial wares under tbe division of labor, he still continues to live
in his own house, and to a large extent to provide alI necessaries
for himself from his own soil. Even when the further stage has
been gradualIy reached at which the urban tradesman satisfies most
of his household needs from the market, the prices of foodstuffs on
the basis of which he calculates his costs, are still extremely low.
The farmer who is selling his goods in the market does not figure
his fulI expenses, for his own sustenance is still obtained in a natural
economic way; he selIs only such of his produce as is in excess of ms
personal wants. Even today in modernEuropean countries, agricul-
ture is not as completely adjusted to the money economy as are urban
trade and industrial enterprise. In countries with an economic de-
velopment such as that now existing in Austria Hungary or even in
Germany, the natural economic process is still very prevalent and ties
up a large aggregate of economic values which therefore do not attain
their fulI significance in the computation of prices.

Only because of the intensified economic development of the last
decades, has the absorption of peasant production by the money
economy gone so far. The high money wages of industry have ad-
vanced the rates which the farmer is compelIed to pay for labor. The
toWDShave ceased to be the only great markets for the produce of the'
soil; industry has spread over the countryside, creating large markets
even there. The mass of products purchased by the farmer have in-
creased relatively as well as absolutely. Side by side with the sale
01.food-stuffs there has been an increase in the sale of raw materials.
The peasant also begins to make pecuniary investments on a larger
scale. Domestic agriculture comes more and more under the di-
vision of labor and is imbued with the spirit of the money economy.
AU these facts contribute to increase the outlay of money which the
farmer should seek to recover in the price of his goods. Hence there,
is an increase in the selling prices which he must ask in order to meet
his reckoning. Through the interrelationship of aU production this
process spreads; the enhanced cost of alI necessaries of life raises the

cost of industrial wages and, as a result, the price level of industrial
products.

The increasing tendency to industry may increase the productivity
of the national economy and the general prosperity of the country.
It may more abundantly provide alI classes of the people with natural
values and may lower the margin of use for households throughout the
land. None the less, the monetary expression of natural values in the
general price level must rise so long as the absorption of natural
economic elements persists, for during this period monetary computa-
tion penetrates more and more deeply into effective sources of goods
which it had hitherto not reached. This expression includes more
completely than before, the elements of price formation. Therefore,
the continuity of the process must bring it about that to the price
which had formerly prevailed and had covered only certain of tbe
elements an addition must be made for the newly included ones.
An identical degree of utility is compensated by an increased price i
the value of money has been lowered.

The increasing burden of taxation contributes largely to the present
increase in the general price level and to the depreciation of money.
Taxes on production, being both direct and indirect, as welI as those
imposed on transfers, increase costs and must be recovered in the sales
price. In so far as these payments are used to defray costs of gov-
ernment which directly increase the economic productivity of the
country, it is true enough that the increased taxes will falI at a lower
rate on the unit of resulting product and that the price level will not
be increased by the amount of the tu; on the contrary, it will be re-
duced. But taxes paid to defray military expenses, interest on loans
for mobilization, war debts and the like, increase the rate of cost
and the price level. The same is also true of taxes to be applied to
school expenses and other similar charges which look to distant im-
provements that can stimulate productivity only after a long lapse of
time. The enormous increase of modern military expenditures has
been caused by the system of military preparedness, increasing ex-
penditures in times of peace in order-it is fondly hoped-thus to pre-
vent wars or more speedily to end wars which cannot be prevented
and to end them with smaller destruction of values. The proportion
of the national wealth which has been destroyed by the last European
wara is smalI in comparison to that caused by the devastations of the
Thirty Years War.1 Admitting that these hopes are justified and

1Trans. note: It should be recal1edthat thls was wrltten beforethe World
War. The statementmay posslblybe true of It. It Is less surprlslngwhenwe
recal1 that it refers to such events as the Balkan W'IIr and the Franco-Prusslan
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that the general prosperity of the cOUntry is increased in spite of the
enormous expenses of preparations for war, these non-pacific ex-
penditures will necessitate an increase in the prices of natural values.
ln fact the process which goes on here is the same which we found to
occur in the disintegrating natural economy. The increasing pre.
paredness of the government extends the process of the monetary
economy to a safeguarding of the provision of commodities which had
not hitherto been undertaken. The payment for this service must
increase costs, while t.he war losses against which we seek to insure our-
selves do not ent.er into the costs. The process of the formation of
value is thus more comprehensively controlled by the money economy,
than it was before. The continuity of price-formation must increase
the price and the value of money must fall below its former level.

The striking rise of the general price level which is to be observed in aIl
modern countries, in so far as it cannot be traced' to the absorption of the rural
natural economy, may be due to three different causes: a depreciation of money
owing to increased production of the precious metals; growing burdens of tax.
ation; and the influence of the diminishing returns of the soU. We lhalI not in-
quire here whether the decreasing productivity of mete.l and coal mines is an-
other factor. Neither can the theorist be expected to decide how much of the
general effect is to be attributed to any of the three main causes, nor to answer
the question whether the increase of the general price level is accompanied by a
lowering of the average standard of living.

§ 55. MEASURING THE V ALUE OF MoNEY

Meaau.ring the price lellel by meana 01 inde:JJnumber_Tke problem 01 meaaur.
ing tke lIalue 01 money.

Index numbers are resorted to in order to measure the value of
money and the variations of this value. Reduced to its essential ele-'
ments this method of measurement consists in selecting a number of
goods whose market prices are regarded as characteristic of the gen-
eral price level, in aggregatin~ the prices of all select.ed articles in the
years which are being compared and in accepting the relationship of
these sums as the expressions of the variations of the value of money
from year to year. The value of money is considered to have fallen
or risen by as great a per cent as the sum has increased or decreased.
The earliest series of index numbers, that of 1850, contained the whole-
sale price of 23 articles, one of which was subsequently omitted. The
series was confined to the most important food-stuffs and industrial

War, which in the light of the experience of 1914.1918 may hardly be considered
a8 modem warfare.

,.-
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raw materials. In later series, the number of articles was greatly in-
creased; 34, 114, even 223 prices were noted. In place of average
prices, effective prices were observed; retail prices replaced those of
the wholesale trade. Wages were inserted by the side of prices of
merchandise. One point should be especial1y observed: consideration
was given to the quantities of the selected goods which entered the
market.

ln all its multifarious forms, the method of index numbers has a
fundamental defect. The method is a useful expedient by which to
appraise the general price level and its variations through the selec-
tion of characteristic prices. However, it by no means measures varia-
tions in the value of money. No matter how precisely the method may
be elaborated there will always remain a difference of opinion as to
whether the ascertained variations are to be traced to the value of
money, or whether they have originated independently of that value.
For instance after the general crisis of 1873, the index numbers
dropped for a number of years. One group, the bimetalists, who
expected to derive an argument in favor of their proposals, claimed
that this was an expression of the appreciation of money which was
bound to occur b.ecause silver had been oust.ed and gold made the ex-
clusive standard. On the other hand, the advocates of the gold stand-
ard contended that the phenomenon was the result of the conditions
of production in the world-markets. They held that the crisis de.
pressed prices by excessive competition on the part of the supply,
whereupon producers had lowered their costs as much as possible in
order to adjust their production to the reduced receptivity of the
market. Similarly in nearly all such cases two points of view can be
maintained for the changed expression of price: the change starts
"from the wares" or "from money," or, as it should be more properly
stated, it is the outgrowth of changed conditions of the supply of
goods or else occurs without such change.

" I

--

The simple proposition already put forward by Adam Smith is much more to
the point than this modem and over.subtle method. He suggests the use of
grain which is man's principal food as a standard for the value of money, and
for the variations of this value over periods of time or in different localities.
He says that the value of precious metals changes but little during short periods
of time, but in the long run is subject to great variations. In contrast to this he
maintains that the value of grain varies greatly from year to year with the
condition of the harvest, but that the average over longer periods shows only
trifling fluctuations. It is true that this proposition cannot be accepted to the
fulI extent of Adam Smith's statement. But we are in accord with it with the
limitations that in aIl observed cases the same type of nationality is pre-
supposed; that the conditions of production are not too diverse; and, most im-
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portant df all, that the mass-energy of labor Is the same. Wlth these limita.
tlons It appears to be truB that, whlle man does not oontrol the prOduetlon of
graln qulte so completely as regularly to secure 1Lnannual harvest that bears a
IIxed relatlonshlp to hls needs, ln the long run he none the less does steadlly
malntaln the deslred proportion. For these longer perlóds, desplte all tluctua-
tions. the average value of graln Is held at approxlmately the same marginal
utillty. Subject to the limltations mentloned, we may therefore safely oonclude
that the value of money has been lowered ln the same proportion as the aVerage
prlce of gram rlses. and vlce versa.

Daily experlence polnts the way to a more accurate sclentltlc method of
measurlng the value of money whlch mlght be elaborated. Every traveller vlsít-
Ing a forelgn oountry ln whlch the market prlces are dlft'erent from those to whlch
he has been accustomed at home soon notlces the departure from hls calculatlons
ln the new standard. Also he wlll have little dlfficulty ln tlndlng an expresslon
for the dlft'erence of value ln the forelgn market and at home. He Is lIkely to
determlne the general prlce level of the new market ln so far as It aft'ects hlm
personally; but he wlll not stop there as the methOd of Index numbers er.
roneously does. He wlll probably compare the observed prlce level wlth the
amount of hls Inoome and he wlll reach the concluslon that the value of money
Is hlgher If he can purchase more natural values for hls household with the pre-
vailing Inoome, and that It Is lower if he has to content hlmself wlth a smaller
quantity of natural values. The sclentltlc method of ascertalnlng the value of
money should start from preclsely thls basls; It must oompare the sums of
money that are necessary for a certaln provlslon of natural values wlth the
money Inoome. It should do thls for all strata of the people and for all local
dlft'erences of the prlce level, thus relating a serles of Index numbers of prlces
wlth one of Income.

§ 56. TIIE MONEY-FORM OF CAPITAL

position to it. The sama theorists who could not break free from the
fetters of daily speech in their ideas of value and other fundamental
concepts, feU into the opposite error in defining capital and broke
loose from the common usage with bold indifference. It is only
recently that a few authors have sought to come in touch with the
common meaning.

We ourselves shaU conform to the principles of our general method-
ology. We take it for granted that the wealth of economic experience
has shaped tbe connotation of words dealing not only with other funda-
mental economic concepts but with capital as weU. We are entitled
to expect that from this source wiU flow intimations which cóalesce
to render invaluable assistance in shaping the scientific principles
which we seek. However, it cannot be expected that our progress
should end on the threshold of common experience; science, to be true
to its calling, must on occasion go far beyond the interests of daily
life. Therefore we may need to supplement popular verdicts in one
direction or other. But first of aU it is incumbent upon us to inter-
pret as carefully as possible the popular ideas that are here significant.

Such concepts, taken from the lips of laymen, are not readily de-
finable. Their application is uncertain j towards the borderland of
their associations they are indistinct. This is the case with the con-
cept of capital as we get it from every-day speech. It includes a
series of images of capital of which only the central one is clearly
outlined and vivid; aU the others merge into the twilight of inade.
quate definition. We are most likely to succeed if we direci our in.
quiry to the first of these figures, the central one, which is also the
one most cleady defined.

The solid nucleus of the popular concept is the idea of monetary
capital in the narrowest sense. Every sum of money that has been
brought together to be expended in the process of acquisition is caUed
money capital. This includes not only cash reserves but also those
much larger sumswhich are held in other liquid form, especially those
already invested at interest during the process of accumulation, pro-
vided that they may be cashed or transferred on short notice. Exter-
naUy there is no difference between monetary capital and those sums
of money designated for household expenditure. The two forms are
usually held apart but not infrequently they are one mass. They
are distinguishable 801elybythe use intended for them by the owner.
Money capital is to yield acquisitive profits; the ready money of the
household is to be used directly to cover domestic needs.

The most closely related type of capital to this first kind is the
loan formo There is a liquid flow binding it to money capital invested

The oonoept 01 ropita! in daily 8peech--M cmey capita!, Zoan capita!, entre-
preneur'8 oapita/.-Prioote 000 800iaZ capita/.-The tdtimate 8cienHfio concept 01
capita!.

In the exchange-economy the natural form of values generally finds
expression in a monetary formo This is even more true of capital.
By the side of capital in its natural form we find its monetary counter-
part. Money has won for itself a most comprehensive place in the
thought of people because of its uniformity, its unmistakable char-
acteristics and its adapatibility to numerical expression. This broad
understanding of money has generated the ordinary concept of capi-
ta1. When men speak of capital in daily intercourse, they invariably
refer to the monetary formo We have already seen in the theory of
the simple economy that there is no uniform scientific concept of
capital but rather a number of conflicting ones. However, they are
almost without exception in agreement in one respect: with a complete
disregard of the current phrase, they are seemingly formed in op-
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at interest. AU capitallent, that is not money capital, is loan capital,
from short term business credits to long term or perpetual mort-
gage loans and annuities which are usually spoken of as capital in-
vestments.

There is a double connection between these two forms or capital.
ln the Hrst place money capital is offered in the loan market And is
transrormed by the contracts there made into loan capital. Subse-
quently the repayment of the loan restores the funds as money capi-
tal. In the case or commercial and other short term credits the trans-
actions are executed in rapid succession. The repayment of invesí-
ment loans may be distributed by instalments over a long span or
years. There is generally no repayment or government rentes. But
in a well regulated market the creditor has opportunities to dispose or
his capital demands And to selI especially those securities listed on the
exchange at comparatively stable prices. Thus there is a way for him
to turn even long term or irredeemable loan capital in to liquid mone-
tary capital. In an unfavorable market he must assume the loss in-
volved in conversion. The entire safety of short term demands is
taken ror granted And the holder may count on recovering the full
nominal value.

The capital assets of an enterprise are another rorm or capital that
is distinguished in ordinary speech. This does not mean tbe accumu-
lated reserve of money destined to establish or enlarge a business, for
this is monetary capital. It means the entire capital which has been
invested And is actively used in the enterprise. This includes the
liquid cash items which are to cover payments of wages And other cur-
rent operating expenses, that part outstanding as loan capital And also
the remainder which has been transformed into natural capital And
furthers the enterprise as such. An entrepreneur receives a yield in
natural form as a result of the productive use of capital goods, but he
also finds a monetary expression for this yield. He appraises the
circulating capital goods in money to determine his working capital j
the fixed capital goods in terms of money are his plant investment.
Together these two sums are his capital assets which he regards as a
numerical expression of a demand on the business. In the same man-
ner he credits accounts receivable which, while not strictly a part of
his possessions, must be productive in that they return tbe customary
rate of interest. As each item of his natural capital is consumed in
the productive turn-over, he meets the demand for its replacement
from the gross monetary yield. The monetary nature of capital is
particularly apparent in the rapid turn-over of the components of
working capital; at short intervals it is transformed over And over

again into monetary or natural formo These periods are longer in
the case of capital equipment, but in principle the same relationship
holda. Because of the monetary yield all the component parts or the
capital of a business are constantly becoming monetary capital, the
form in which they were brought into the business. Thus they tend
to rorm a homogeneous mass with money- And loan-capital, a unity
which shows itself in the tendency to an equalization or the yield of
capital.

It must be admitted that the outlines of the concept become in-
definite when the capital of an enterprise approximates a condition of
immobility, as with investments of specific capital. In certain situa-
tions, when specific equipment goods have become "immobilized,"
they are denied to have the character or capital. For example when
a business man has tied up his wealth in fixed improvements so as to
have no working funds, it is usually said that he lacks capital. But
by the side of this concept the popular mind harbors the conviction
that thc whole investment in a business partakes or the characteristics
or capital.' Along this line the boundaries or the general concept are
overstepped, ror the realty, which is part or the possessions or the
enterprise, is considered as part or the capital on which it trades.

On the other hand money-capital, as it is usually rererred to, loses
the characteristics or capital whenever it is used by anyone who is
not an entrepreneur: when an individual uses it to buy a dwelling,
tenement house or the like or when a rarmer buys land. In the hands
of a builder or contractor a house is capital; in the hands or one who
purchases it as an investment, without keeping strict account or its
monetary expression as an entrepreneur would do, it is no longer capi-
tal. The house has become property, although even in this case the
owner would have to consider that, precisely as in the case or capital,
the value or the building is little by little being consumed And must
be allowed for by a reserve fund created out or the interest received.
When an estate is not purchased with the object or resale, it is not
regarded as capital. Stocks, held by a banker or speculator, are capi-
tal; the nature or those held by an individual ror investment is doubt-
rul. Usually they are listed as property, but it is easy to understand
how the usages or ordinary, speech may vary here because they are
so nearly akin to bonds And other market securities that are allied to
loan-capital.

The connotations or speech are thererore unéertain. But at the core
or all these interpretations is a nucleus that clearly shows the form ar
capital, a form that is rundamental to all variations. In the habitual
meaning capital includes monetary capital and also all other acquisi-
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tive property in which monetary capital is invested and which reverts
to the monetary type. Capital in this sense I shall designate as the
monetary form of capital.

The results of scientific analysis, especially as promoted by the
classical school, have been to increase largely our knowledge of capi-
tal, as for example, when its natural form was discovered. This we
have described in the theory of the simple economy where it was de-
fined as the sum of all capital goods and was recognized as the neces-
sary instrument of all production. In the face of the socialistic
criticism of capital, taking its rise in the monetary form, a scientifi.c
justification of capital would have been impossible, had not the homo-
geneous monetary form first been analyzed and the natural form set
off as a phenomenon by itself.

These great advances, however, were not achieved without serious
mistakes. Thus it was an almost fatal error to transfer to the new
concept the traditional name of the old one, and to do so without
supplementary explanation. Science has neither the right nor the
power to deprive a name that is deeply rooted in popular usage of its
traditional meaning, and to force a new connotation upon it. The
error, however, was corrected in the further elaboration of terminol-
ogy, and the natural form of capital was distinguished by the name of
productive or natural capital. It is also called social, or socio-
economic capital; we prefer to use this term. Although under the
existing legal order this economic capital has also been respected as
private property, the name is justified by its socio-economic effect as a
cooperating factor in production, increasing the national income.

A second grave mistake has been committed and must here be dis-
cussed. At first only one form, productive capital, was recognized.
It was not until some time later that a second type was recognized
which was characterized as acquisitive capital. The natural "enter-
prise capital" of commerce and its auxiliaries, especially transporta-
tion, of semce trades, rented dwellings and Mally the entire loan-
and money-capital are classified as acquisitive capital. We distin-
guish acquisitive capital from productive capital in so far as the
former produces interest fpr the capitalist without increasing the
social economic income. It is held that productive capital is social
capital, while acquisitive capital is purely private.

The concept of acquisitive capital represents an important advance
of the scientific approach but it requires analysis. It groups together
types of capital which difl'er radically in their application. The" en-
terprise capital" of commerce and its auxiliary trades cooperates in
producing a yield. Therefore, by the defi.nition of production to

which we have adhered from the beginning, it is to be treated as socio-
economic capitál. That of the service trades, together with rented
dwellings and other possessions that are enjoyed directly form a gronp
by themselves. They consist of material goods of the first order, the
greater number of which are durable.

ln the case of loan-capital or monetary capital-these include most
banking and insurance capital-we must distinguish the use to which
they are put. Their effect and classification are dependent on whether
the loan is used to further production, for other acquisitive enterprise
or for consumption. Capital lent for production increases the pro-
ductive yield. It is secured by the natural form of capital goods into
which it is transformed. For the creditor, who counts the demand
among his possessions, it is private capital. But in securing the
natural form of which the debtor has possession it performs the service
of social capital. This effect is reflected back upon the private capital
of the creditor of which, therefore, it cannot be said that it is private
capital pure and simple. Capitalloans for other acquisitive activities,
among which we should mention mortgages on rented houses, are se-
cured by goods which remain in permanent use. Capital lent for
consumption is cQvered by the household goods into which it is trans-
formed. Such a loan does not increase the socially available income;
the interest which the debtor pays must be met either at the expense
of his household or from yields cpming from spme pther source than
the use of the loan. The use of these household goods can result in no
return for this capital which is the most prpnpunced fprm of private
capital.

Beside the socially productive capital, with which we class the
natural capital of commerce and its auxiliaries, we must distinguish
the following forms of private capital: productive loan-capital, most
closely resembling social capital and not to be considered by us a
purely private capital; acquisitive capital in the narrower sense, con-
sisting of the material ppssessions of service trades and goods rented
for use and including loan-capital destined for lending on these goods;
and finally consumptive loan-capital which is pure private capital.

The special definitions of natural social capital and the various types
of acquisitive capital are fruitful. Without them the different effects
of capital could not be understood. Nevertheless, science cannot stop
with these distinctions. It must return under the guidance of ordi-
nary speech to a unifying concept which science need only deepen for
purposes of professional employment. The concept delivered by lan-
guage is held together by the monetary formo In a similar manner
science must formulate an ultimate homogeneous concept, compre-
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hending by means of the monetary form a11the observed types of
capital.

ln the money economy, if natural capital in the hands of entrepre-
neurs is properly to perform its social function of increasing the yield,
it requires the supplement of money-capital and constant reference to
the monetary formo It is only thus that the natural capital forms a
unit and may be united with other forms of capital. This homo-
geneity has always been tacitly assumed by theory, for in asserting
the equalizing tendency of interest it presupposes the monetary form
of capita! in which alone the individual kinds of capital may be com-
pared. Tf we were to ask the questions, by what means has our era
become capitalistic and in what does the nature of capitalism consist,
it would be wholly inadequate to point out merely the occurrence of
capital goods. The entire importance of capitalistic power is never
appraised in the natural form alone, great as is the productive wealth
of the goods involved. The ultimate support of this power is to be
found in the unifying monetary form and especia11y in the primary
type, money-capital. The latter is the nucleus not only of the prac-
tical concept but of the actual power of capital as well. The ruling
power of large aggregates of capital is acquired by transforming it
into those particular forms which at the time promise the largest
rewards.

ln the scientific concept of capital the monetary form must not be
absent. We shaIl therefore have to add to the narrower concepts of
social capital and acquisitive capita! one which wili embrace all forms:
the natural, the monetary, and even the consumptive loan types. In
this sense we sha11define the extended ultimate concept of capital as
the total mass of the monetary and natura! forms treated as a unit,1
The effect of all individual aggregates is derived from their use as.
parts of this unit.

§ 57. TBE PROCF.SS OF CAPITAL-FORMATION IN THE MONEy-ECONOMY

The participating groups of mdividuaZB-The money oapitaUBts-The pamZ.
leUBmin the formation of the money-form and thB natumZ formo

The process of the formation of capital in the monetary economy is
essentia11y the same as in the simple economy, but only very rare1y
does it fo11owa course so conspicuously transparent and self-contained. .

Thus, for example, a large land.owner may discover that conditions on

1 In dieBem Binne definieren wir den erweiterten Bchluszbegritf des Kapltals als
die Einheit der Geldform uud Naturalformdes Kapitals.

---
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his lands favor the establishment of a factory, through which he could
turn to account his agricultural products, without incurring further
expenditures in the way of purchasing materials or supplies beyond
the unavoidable ones required in paying the wages of the laborers em-
ployed in erecting his buildings. Then, if he compensates his laborers
largely in natural wages, he would require but little cash or money.
capital for the payment of the wages al80. In every other respect, he
would control the natural conditions for the formation of the produc-
tive capital as completely as he would have to in a simple economy.
Only rarely, however, is there such an opportune coincidence of con-
ditions; the formation of capital in the mone:\;'economy would be an
exceedingly slow process and would be confined within narrow boun-
daries, if a conjunction of circumstances so rare and well adapted had
to be relied on. In most cases, the requirements for this formation are
distributed over a large number of individuals; at least two, and some-
times three groups of persons are usually needed, each group contain-
ing a large number of interested individual economies. The manu-
facturer of machinery usually does not himself make use of the ma-
chines which he constructs, as he is forming natural capital. Re se11s
them to other entrepreneurs who use them in their operations. A
spinner who is getting ready for his industry wm not only purchase the
spinning-machine of the manufacturer of such machines, but he will
also buy of capital-producing entrepreneurs all the other constituents
of the natural capital which he needs for equipment and manufacture.
Under the divisionof labor of the exchange-economy the process of the
formation of natural capital is completed only by the joint work ot the
capital-producing and capital-employing entrepreneur. The machine
is not a capital good merely by the fact that it has been built by the
former; for, if no one should appear who could make use of it, al-
though technically unobjectionable in its construction, it would not be
a part of the national capital; it might not even be a good. It would
have to be regarded as an economic blunder of the capital-producing
entrepreneur, when he sacrificed money-outlay in its construction.
We must add here that even in case an entrepreneur should be'found
who might wish to use the machine, it would not, for this reason alone,
be certified as a part of the natural capital. In order that this can
take place, the second entrepreneur must realize an economic gain with
the machine. Only when he reaches the stage where he succeeds in
realizing the usual net-earnings fromhis enterprise, has theprocess
of the formation of natural capital been finally terminated.

In order that this may be accomplished for the money-form of capi-
tal, the formation of natural capital, which is initiated by the two

II
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groups of entrepreneurs here mentioned, must be supplemented by a
companion-process. To the same extent to which capital goods are
formed, money-capital will also have to be formed. This is true not
only for the increase of capital, but also for its mere preservation
which, as we have seen in the theory of the simple economy, makes part
of the formation of capita!. The formation of money-capital is ac-
complished by saving or by laying aside money. The saving of capital
is accomplished among people of smaIl means by serious self-denial
and by the imposition of severe deprivations in their consumption in
order to obtain from their limited incomes an excess over and above
the expenditures for the preservation of life. What is laid aside
in weIl-to-do and wealthy families is not savings. No "saving" is
required in their circumstances. Here it is possible to "lay aside"
while living comfortably and luxuriously, for the incomes are so large
that they can no longer be exhausted by personal expenses but only
by dedications to foreign uses, unless they are squandered in sense-
less prodigality.

The formation of money-capital is often accomplished by the same
individuals who take part in the formation of natural capita!. When-
ever the business enterprises of the capital-employing entrepreneur
prosper, he wiIl be able to make his investments from the surplus over
his current expenses. But numerous enterprises are started or en-
larged, in which the entrepreneurs do not derive the money-capital re-
quired from their own means. Under these circumstances it may be
the capital-producing entrepreneur who opens credits to the employers
-a proceeding which, however, he will only be able to adopt, when
surplus revenues of his own enable him to do so. In cases where
neither the one nor the other group of entrepreneurs are able to con-
tribute the capital required, these must turn to a third group of per-
sons, the owners of money-capital who have saved or laid aside money,
and whom, in this broader sense, we shaIl caIl money-capitalists.
These persons may themselves be producers or other traders, who can-
not find employment for their reserve-funds in their own businesses;
or they may be money-capitalists in tbe narrower sense, living on
money-interest and on annuities, and still able to spare money-capital
by way of making loans. Finally tbey may also be men of smaIl
means witb smaIl savings. When tbe money of.such men has, by an
efficient organization of credit, been scraped into one beap from aIl
parts of tbe country, it forms enormous aggregates, figuring largely
in the capital supply of tbe largest money-capitalists of tbe country,
the banks.

Where tbe money-capitalists, as a tbird group, take an active part
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in tbe process of capital-formation, the process becomes more than
ordinarily complicated, and the view of its working is greatly ob-
scured. To this state of facts, then, we wiU devote our closest atten-
tion. The fundamental idea wbich is to guide us in the labyrinth of
tangled relations, is tbe law of the equation between supply and de-
mand, wbicb we have already demonstrated for the market of natural
values and which is valid for the capital-market as weIl.

In our exposition we shaIl first make the simplifying assumption
that the money-capitalists, to whom the capital-supply is to be ascribed,
are themselves producers and have, as such, introduced natural values
into the economy. In order that they may thus be able to aome for-
ward with ofrers as money-capitalists, it is necessary tha.t through sale
they should have introduced more natural values into the economy,
than they withdraw as buyers. From the money-yield which they ob-
tain for the surplus of natural values sold, they form the money-
capital, by the loan of which-as we know from our investigations of
the national-economic community ot payment-they transfer the claim
for a corresponding quantity of natural values to the debtors who,
in their place, as assignees, exercise the demand. That the spinner,
who works with borrowed capital, was able to obtain the spinning
machine which -he needed from the manufacturer of machines, was
only made possible by the fact that the national economy had the dis-
posal of a surplus of natural values. This was brought in by the
money-capitalist himself or his predecessor,l without, so far, having
been conclusively withdr/l.wn by a successor; the spinner finds this
surplus, now in the shape of the spinning-machine, ready for his de-
mand.

AIl complications of the market, no matter how intricate, may be reduced to
this type. If the money-capitalist, granting the loan, was not a producer him-
seU, but formed his capital from derived income, from the interest of loan-
capital which he already owned, then the debtor who pays the interest in money
must on his part have brought in that surplus of natural values, or some
predecessor of the debtor must have done so. If the money-capitalist has ob-
tained his money-capital from the sale of realty or other property-possessions,
then either the persons to whom he sold or some of their predecessors, must have
brought in that surplus. The interconnections become especially complicated by
the fact that by no means the entire annual formation of money-capital can be
placed to the door of the formation of productive capital. A large proportion
of loans is granted for non-productive acquisition and for urban mortgages; an-

1 Trans. note: For the use of predece'ssor and succcssor see § 30. W ieser

pictures sales as forming a chain in which a pair of buyers and sellers form the
links. Each individual appears once as vendee, once as vendor. In the fint
capacity he is the successor of the earlier members of the chain; in the latter
capacity he is the predecessor of later buyers.
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other a11 too large quota for consumption. Eapecia11y the public economiea, above
a11 the atate, come in for an exceedingly large ahare of funda for conaumptive
purpoaea.

It is not permiaaible to invert the propoaition that, without new money-
capital, there can be no new productive capital. It ia not correct to aay that,
with a11 new money-capital, new productive capital ia also being formed. The
conaumptive-debtor utilizea the right to demand gooda, which he haa ohtained aa
aaaignee, ao as to withdraw conaumptive valuea from the national economy.
Thua his demand furniahea an incentive to prepare that aurplua of natural valuea
in conaumption gooda. Wbile the formation of the productively lent money-
capital runa paral1el with the augmentation of the na.tional-economic natural cap-
ital, this eft'ect doea not fo11ow the formation of the conaumptively lent money-
capital. It ia thua that, farther on, the paymenta of intereat and the repay-
menta of the producer-debtor are covered by natural yield-valuea, which thia
debtor haa been able to form and bring iuto the uational economy, owing to hia
use of the borrowed capital, while he waa not compe11ed to conaume the yield
himaelf. The intereat payment and repayment of the conaumer-deotor, on the
other hand, are not covered in thia way. In hia hands the borrowed capital
doea not create a natural fund, aecuring the debt. Unlesa he gaina other income
in addition to what ia here indicated-aa a mle he doea not-the debtor will

have to obtain the aurplua in natural valuea, which he ia bound to bring in to
cover the mone:r.form, by a retrenchment of hia own consumption. In case of
the public credita, the interest aervice of which ia met by taxation, the relation
ia still somewhat more complicated. The debtor-state, itself, is not the party to
retrench the consumption of natural values. The citizens, paying the taxes, will
have to do this in the state'a place; their purchasing ability is lessened by the
additional taxes, which cover the interest service. The natural valuea, the
purchase of which the citizena will have to abandon, form in the first place the
ultimate security required, in order that the chain of payment-community may
be closed. The creditora of the state or their assignees diapose in any form of

payment determined by the community, ot the aurplua of natural values, which
haa to be brought into the economy by the tax-paying citizens.

ln the course of the formation of capital as here described, the pure, private
form of the consumptive loan-capital also haa its place. As rega.rds the saver of
capital, it merges indistinguishably with the other forma of money-capital. It
forms part of the great unit of the broader capital-concept.

The paralIelism, e:dsting between the money-form of capital and ite natural
security-cover, likewise becomea apparent when the economy of the debtor breaks
down. The creditor must wipe from the inventory of his possessions, the money-
demand which is no longer recoverable. If the economy of the producer-debtor
breaks down because the capital waa injudiciously investcd, then coincidently
with the natural form, the money-form of the capital is also destroyed. In
every national economic crisis this process is repeated on a large scale. Exten:
sive aggregates of capital-gooda have been unsuitably invested. Their produc-
tive employment produces yields far inferior to those expected by tlle vivid im-
agination of the speculative impulse. To some extent, perhaps, they have turned
out to be who11y unproductive. The lossea which conscquently result and cut
down the estimated figurea of the national-economic natural capital, falI to an
equal extent upon the capitalista who have advanced the money-capital to the
speculating entrepreneurs. Thé creditors must charge oft' large amounts with

:;:::
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far-reaching economic reaults, in order to re-establish the disastrously disturbed
equation between money-values and natural values.

§ 58. THE CAPITAL MARKET

Money market-lnve8tment market.

We have already treated quite completely most of the details of the
capital market which interest us in the course of our explanation of
credit transactions, the advanta~es of exchange by means of credit,
the community of payment and money- and loan-capital. . On the
whole there is little left for us to do now but to summarize these de-
tails. ,

The capital market may be subdivided into the mODEiyand invest-
ment markets.

ln the money market, transactions are concluded in the most liquid
forms of loan capital, that is such as are acceptable for banking secu-
rity and the discount business which we have described, especially the
so-called Lombard transactions, whose details we need not go into.

By means of foreign drafts or bills of exchange, the transactions in
varieties of foreign money which they represent are also. brought
within the scope of the money market. In this market the supply
comes from banks or individual bankers; the demand from such busi-
ness men as enjoy credit with the former. The quasi-commercial
market for drafts and other liquid loans is only loosely connected with
the official money market; on the side both of the demand and of the
supply it is differently constituted. The market of the usury business
is wholly detached, if, indeed, this may be referred to as a market.

ln the investment market, loans for long terms are granted for per-
manent investment. The German name Anlage is probably to be
traced to the fact that the capitalist permits the money to "lie"
(liegen) without being obliged to incur further labor than is involved
in selecting the investment and, if need be, taking the necessary steps
to insure itssafety. These are two functions, however, in regard to
which mediating banks may relieve him to a great extent. Closely
akin to the investment market for stocks and bonds is that branch of
the reaIty market where real estate is acquired for purposes ot invest-
ment: rented urban houses and also such country estates as the owner
does not wish to farm himself, or cuItivates only for pleasure. Real
estate, purchased as an investment, is looked upon by the buyer pre-
cisely as are securities. Both are sources of a money income which
is derived without appreciable effort. The only distinction is that
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§ 59. THE COMPUTATION IN MONEY

the account does not exbaust the import of the record which is being
kept, for this should always include a due regard to the purposes of the
expenditures incurred. The account is to furnish the guarantee, that
the receipts are never expended for uses whose persona! use-value is
less than the exchange-value of the sums of money given up and that,
therefore, only such uses are permitted as correspond to the personal
margina! utility of the money. The money-computation in the house-
hold is a computation of utility, precisely like the one as to which the
theory of the simple economy has already enlightened us. Like the
latter, therefore, it is largely a matter of common sense. It is not
merely an approximate numerica1 expression which is aimed at, when
the sums of items on either side of the account are compared. Rather,
when by their means arithmetical operations are performed, when they
are added, subtracted or subjected to any manner of calculation re-
quired by circumstances, the number of units of mass is computed,
which are available within the margin of use. The ends of the house-
hold .are best served when the margin of use is respected for all the
units of mass included in the computation.

The natural values, employed in the domestic economy, are ap-
praised directly by their marginal utility. Only those of their num-
ber, for the repeated purchase of which sufficient means are available,
are, for the sake of simplification, appraised by their purchase-value
in money. By the instrument of the marginal utility, this internal
natural household-account is combined into one unit with the account
of moneys received and expended. The personal acquisition-account
is also adjusted to the same unity in every private economy; and
similarly the investment-account, containing such possessions as are
expected to yield money-returns, and as are appraised according to
the exchange-va!ue of tbeir yield.

For the comparison of individual economies of different degrees of
wea!th, valuation in money is inappropriate. The greater this dif-
ference, the less appropriate is such an appraisal. Doubling the
amount of the income does not mean doubling the attainable enjoy-
ments of the household; much less does it mean that the enjoyments
are a hundredfold increased, if the income is increased a hundredfold.
The accounts kept in case of an income of 100 and those kept for an
income of 10,000 money-units are not commensurable. They are
founded in different personal units, different personal appraisals of
the money-unit, of which it is well enoug~l known that the one is
larger, the other sma!ler. However, it is not known to what extent
these appraisals are multiples one of the other, or are in other ways
arithmetically related.

one investment may be considered safer or more convenient than the
other, or that one may offer greater chances of a rise in value at some
future date. In the case of real estate, purchased for the purpose of
somehow making it productive, still another consideration governs its
appraisal. It is looked upon as a means of turning individual effort
to better account and frequently a considerable portion of the pur-
chase money is paid with this in view.
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AU branches of the money and investment market are mutuaUy connected.
Equalizing movements may constantly be observed in which funds are trans:
ferred from those uses of lower retums to those of higher onee. To thls extent
theory has the right to assume in idealization a single market striving to realize
a single rate of interest. As a matter of facit the movements of capitals are
never able to bring about a complete equalization. Even with complete security
of the loans, the interests of the dlft'erent groups composing the supply and
the demand are too diverse as regards the period of the loan and a number of
other conditions for a central market to form in which the law of the unity of
price might prevail. The contrast between the market for commercial paper
and the investment market is particularly Itrlking. The more mobile com-
merclal interest rate may alwaye be plalnly distinguished from the steadier
inveltment rate or the cUltomary current rate.

For us, the compolltion of the money and investment marketa il primarily of
interest in so far as it bears on the problem of the interelt on capital with which
we must concern ourselves under the theory of income. The explanation of in-
terest which we have attempted in the theory of the simple economy is ap-
plicable only to that on productive business capital and. in connection wlth thll,
to the interest on productive loanl. It is not an adequate explanation to cover
interest on natural acquisitive capital or on commodltles rented for direct ule
or on loans secured by these. Nor doel the explanation cover Interest on capltal
used for consumptive loans. Each of these capital groups Ihows in lomewhat
dilferent form variations of the problem of the interest on capltal and thus at-
tains theoretical importance.

In another connection we Ihall make brief mention of the signiftcance of
speculation in the capital market.

The monetary computation in tke proceBBof prlvate aM national economy-
The arit/wnctio ctl1prcBBionof power.

ln every household, constituting a unit of the economic whole, in-
comes and expenditures are computed in money. In every well man.
aged household, the expenditures should be con1lned within the limits
of the receipts. Even a trifling overstepping of the margin indicated
by the relation of expenses to income, is considered improper. But
the mere observation of' the balance of the flgures on either side of
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In order to reach, also, an understanding of tbe economic money-
computation, we will start from tbe assumption of complete equal-
ity of the related individual economies. We assume that for all
the incomes, needs and values are tbe same. Tbe assumption is con-
trary to all experience; sucb a condition bas never yet existed, perbaps
it never will; but we require tbis ideaHzing simpHfication, in order to
obtain a preHminary survey.

With an assumption such as tbis, tbe economic exchange-value
equals the unitary personal excbange-value of all connected individual
economies. The money-computation in the national-economic process
has, therefore, precisely the significance it would have in the simple
economy of a people. We refer to our exposition in tbe tbeory of tbe
simple economy; in tbis connection we confine our remarks to a few
points of especial importance, whicb it is desirable to bring out em-
phatically. In tbe first place, it will be observedtbat in tbenational- .

economic process it is not only on tbe occasion of excbange-
transactions, that tbe computation is made in moneyj tbe excbange-
value of products and of other natural values, becomes also the aritb-
metical basis for carrying througb operations in tbe private economies,
connected by the division of labor. Planning and final accounting of
tbe operations are, throughout, effected in money. Here a11divisible
stocks of material and personal values are computed as multiples of
marginal value and quantity; by sucb an accounting the economic suc-
cess of the acquisitional process is most accurately verified. It should
furtbermore be observed tbat also for deaHngs in capital tbe computa-
tion in money makes it possible to identify tbe greatest economic suc-
cess. Tbe accounting of interest and compound interest between
creditors and debtors, and in internal management tbe discounting
and capitaHzation in money bave tbe same economic import wbicb we
have demonstrated for tbe appraisal of capital in the simple economy.
Throughout, tbe money-form coincides witb tbe natura! form j

tbroughout, tbe units of tbe money-computation are units of tbe
economic utility.

Owing to the stratification of economic society, especially when it
bas been intensified to power, money-computation in the economic
process loses this simple significance. Tbe superior, the more power-
ful, tbe dominating strata are able witb the given prices to extend
their margin of use far beyond the margin of tbe mass of all otber
strata. The unit of tbe national economic value, under tbe influence
of tbe variously graded personal states of needs, incomes and wealtb,
breaks up into tbe most multiformly differentiated units of personal
exchange-values, running from tbe marginal utility of abject misery,

...
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with its maximum tension, to tbe condition of extreme luxury witb its
scarcely perceptible strain. Nevertheless, money-computation does
not altogetber lose its arithmetic significance.

The competitive struggle, in its etrect on prices, constantly provides the key
for the computation, stratum by stratum, of utmty-units in money. Instead of
operating with simple social utmty-units, units of the stratifted marginal utmty
are employed; but these, too, lead to strictly arithmetical sums. In the case
of mass-values as well as in the case of medium and luxury values, the business-
man ascertains the arithmetical foundations, in order to keep exact track of the
mutual relation of costs and of gains. Enormous as are the variations in the

margins of use thus brought about between strata, the calculation as sllch pre-
serves its full signiftcance at all times in the valuation of partial stocks and
their most proximate UBes. The exchange value, thus calculated, furnishes an
expression as accurate for the estimate of power, as is practically demanded,
and this power prevai1s in most exact adjustment to the existing conditions.
The stratiftcation of prices evidences the intention of the wealthy buyers pre-
cisely to the extent to which they desire precedence; they receive their desired
share of the cheaper products, as regards which they compete with the less
wealthy buyers, whi1e they themselves secure the exclusive delivery of the more
costly wares, to the acquisition of which they do not wish to admit competitors.
ln the further stages of the process, the stratifted price of the products fur-
nishes the standard {pr the extent of .productive investments which, in the course
of economic development, are to be devoted to each of them. Here, too, then, the
desire of the wealthy buyers ensures that, in procuring the highest priced
products, the greatest productive etrorts are to be made. Precisely in this
manner the price enforced by the more powerful producer in the market, is ac-
curately adapted to restrain weaker competitors; and that enforced by the
supplying monopolist is exactly adapted to wring from purchasers the highest
proflts which can be realized with the prevamng condition of technical art and
the market-situation. From the basis of the price-Ievel of consumption-values,
the large entrepreneur or the monopolist extends his calculations with strictly
logical continuity; the attribution, the computation of costs and the capital-
computation, which he makes, preserve their full signiftcance in that they
verify arithmetically, with the utmost exactitude, th& attainment of the greatest
gain possible, at least as regards the most immediately recognizable partial stocks
and yields.
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Tbe problem of power bas not been disposed of by this formal state-
ment. In order to attack it from tbe standpoint of actuaHty, we sball
first have to acquaint ourselves witb tbe economic process of acquisi-
tion. In tbat connection we sball see the economic sources of the
formation of power in action, so as to enable us to form an opinion as
to tbe meaning of tbe formation of power itself.

By its services as the instrument of money-computation, money be-
comes tbe means of computation in tbe economic process. It is not
simply the "standard of price"; tbe economic excbange-value is also
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computed in money, and similarly the parallel forms of the exchange-
yield-value and the use-value;1 just as it is generally used as the
arithmetical expression, where a uniform, comparative expression is
required for the values which are active in the economic process.

1 Anschaffungswert.
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PART III

THE CREATION OF THE COMMUNITY OF ACQUlSITION AND THE FORMATlON
OF INCOME
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'I..

§ 60. THE DmSlON OF LABOR

'I'
'j

"I-

,Horizontal ond vertical division of lab_Tke artieulotion of lab_Fun".
mentals ond 101&Sof tke articulation of Zobor.

..,

The most striking feature of the entire structure of the economic
community of acquisition is the division of labor which is more COD-
spicuous than the community ofacquisition itself and was therefore
observed at an earlier date. Only subsequently was it realized that
the observed division of labor is the expression of an extensive com-
munity which unites all those who take part in labor. The division of
labor was peculiarly in accord with the ideals of the classical masters;
it harmonizes with their theory of labor and with their individualism,
both of which place the individual workers in the foreground of
theoretical inquiry. From his point of view, Adam Smith could not
have found a more suitable introduction to his work on the Wealth
of Nations than his remarks concerning the extraordinary effects of
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